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y~:~g Wild West and the Greaser Guide
Or, THE TRAP THAT FAILED TO WORK
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER. 1,-0n the Trail to Yuma.

.

ther desolate-looking spot hn
G"l Range in the sout Camped in a ra
the very heart of il!;on~ a not ma~y miles. fro~
western part of An w~re .four men. Thre_e o
d the other a ME:xican,
the border of :Me~ico,
were Amencans an ,, . that section of
, .,.... - ,., called a "gre~ser s i:ere miners, who
. . h in..P-'\le of
eommonl"~ , «r .,,._ ;-,.,unenc~
the country. Th'e j;p.e 'k"".Yw:!Llt_ ri~-...--!Je 'and
..,_.f
had prospected until they ,,.. .
the most fogiaken parts of the mouu.~I reckon
they had set out the day before the opening-=
our story tQ get to Yuma, where they hoped to
dispose of the gold dust they had accumulated.
The greaser wa'S the guide they had hir.e d to
pilot them there, and who had agreed to take
them by the safest a.ad quickest route. All four
looked as though they had roughed it, for their
clothing was pretty well tattered, and the oldfashioned prairie schooner the greaser guide had
provided for them to carry their wealth in had
the appearance of being ready to fall apart at
almost any time.
But appearances are deceiving sometimes;' and
so it. was in this case. The old prairie schooner
had been strongly built, an<l the rough mountain
roads did not seem to weaken it in the least. It
was near sunset and the travelers were tired
from their first day's journey, it being a new
~ thing to them, since they had confined themselves
to the little mining camp, where they had made
their pile, for several months. The Americans
bore the names of Merril, Scott and Dennison,
and the greaser guide was known as Big Mike.
There was something about the looks of this
man that would surely have made one suspicious
of him, for his swarthy, scarred face was hardly
pleasant to look upon and his eyes had a wicked
gleam in them and were shifty, giving him an
__
aspect of treachery.
But he had been recommended to the Americans as being one who could be trusted, and who
knew the way to Yuma better than any man to
be found in that section, so they hired him to
guide them there.
"Well, Mike," said D.an Merril, who seemed to
Ile the_leader of the successful prospectors, "we
didn't strike the water you said we would find
here, after all."
"No, senor," was the reply. "I make a little
mistake. It will be noon to-morrow when we
eome to da water. See that peak over there?
That is the one; not this one."

n:

th t was fully thi1:ty
that was directly
He pointed to a peatk
miles away and then o o
• d thing that we have a
above the camp. .
"I see, :Mike. It is a gooThat will hold until tofull barrel of wate:
morrer noon, all_ r1kg f fresh water is better thaD
rrel though," spoke up
"But a good dnn o
'
th t we've got in ther ba
Sc~tt shrugging his shoulders. senor " Big Mike
1
to take wha'i- we
"Water is not P :nty
We
answered, coolly.
h,, . marked Dennison, the
get."
Ikeon we '--'n
, _._ '"'b"t
'.:·.a,
'1n,.u
k
...,, make out
"l ' rec
,, .,, __is, true ;..enoug
the camp of the three ~ater is used ter ma
""l.'-.."'-"ery moment Wild got"ti.-. that's one goo
other of the trio. -he put him down as a 'Su_,_,,..good enough. When thtr '\fie to a conclusion he
th~r coffee it'~ all right, «t ):;cott and Denni~
..1,,,. partvthmg, anyhow. ·
"To be on da dese~, with no water, an' aa sun
burning right through da body, is not so pleasant," said the greaser guide, speaking in a manner that Merril could not help thinking was
rather peculiar. "I have seen Americans that
have died from da want of water, senors."
Big Mike had lived long enough among the
American people to acquire the language, and it
was only now and then that he let drop a word
that was partly broken Spanish. Dennison, who '
was acting as the cook for the little party, now
kindled a fire and proceeded to prepare the supper. The country they were traveling thi-ough
was almost arid, so there was no game to "ile
found there, and they. had brought with them a
quantity of smoked meat and other provisions for
use during the four or five days' journey to
Yuma. The big prairie schooner contained the
gold dust and water barrels, a:µd a couple of
burros were used to carry their provisions.
Though the miners knew it was a risky thing
for the~ to set out with so much gold over a
route t:l\at was as dangerous as it was lonesome,
they were so anxious to get to Yuma that they
threw aside their fears and started. Then the
guide had assured them that they would surely
not ·meet a soul on the way, unless it might be
some forlorn prospectors, who had lost their way.
But as the shades of night came on the three
men began to grow a little uneasy, , though
neither of them remarked anything concerning
why.
Big Mike seemed to be in a very pleasant
mood-they had put him down as being possessed
of very little in the way of light-heartednessand this seemed rather strange to them. He
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joked and laughed ~s tliey ate their. supper, and rode ahead of them to find out what was going
when it waR over with he rolled a cigarette and on when I heard the singing and music.''
sat down upon a rock to enjoy a smoke _from a
Just then up rode another boy and a man, who
cigarette. The sun had disappeared now, and as was plainly a thorough Westerner, for his long,
the shadows deepened Big Mike arose and went black hair hung over his shoulders, and his
to the wagon. He came back with a guitar, and, weather-beaten face showed that ·he was well
again seating him~elf, he tuned it an~ st!uck _up used to all sorts of climates. The dashingan air. The Americans knew he had 1t with him, looking bOy was attired in a fancy hunting cosof course, but this was the first he }).ad played tume of buckskin, and was armed with a Winupon the instrument. A Mexican seems to be chester rifle, brace of revolvers and a hunting
gifted with the art of getting music from a knife. Handsome of face and figure, and a wealth
guitar, and the guide was no exception. He of chestnut hair hanging over his broad and
twanged away, the music echoing amon~ the bate shapely shoulders, he made the true picture of
rocks that surrounded the camp, causmg a sort the ideal boy-hero of the Wild West. His two
of cheerfulness that was appreciated by the lucky friends were attired in similar fashion, and were
/
armed the same. Though two of them were but
prospectors.
After a while the deep voice of the greaser boys, they were only so in years, for they had
broke forth into · a Jove song of his people, and been born and brought up in the West, and had
to have heard him without seeing him one would been through all sorts of dangers from their
have declared that it was a love-sick swain earliest recollection.
"You are welcome to join us, boys," said Dan
playing as he Jong.ed for his sweetheart. But ~o
sit right befor.e him and listen such a supposi- Merril. "If you haven't picked out a camp yet,
tion would have vanished entirely. :Sig Mike here is the place to stop.''
had just struck in on the third verse of his song _ "'.1'h3:nk you, pard. I reckon we'll accept yo,,~
when the clatter of hoofs interrupted him, and mvitation. But we have some la~es w;
bs
and~ couple of Chinamen, toQ
t:! , -NI
he sprang to his feet and put dovm his guitar.
e
"Somebodv come, senors!" he exclaimed. "Most alon :.lctly. If that "'" :~ ,nal<e any differE:nce
to Y\.,;u ...,,op ·nere with you fox the rught
likely friends."
nt by you, I should say.''
But, in spite of_ the words of \l-ssurance, the ~n"The fact
that you have ladies with you sarthree men put their hands on their r~volvers.
tinly won't make no difference," Merril assured
"Hello, strangers!" called ~ i t--a~shing-looking boy, as he rode frorr. ehind a b1~ rock and him.
"All right. I like the looks of you fellows, and
reined in the ma i
nt sorrel stalhon he was that is why I will stop with you. Been out prosted ~ n within a few feet of the camp. per.tin, eh?"
~llililllllll,llil
,W
liiiieWliii.isa"'w
:,-..rtthrne smoke from your fire and ~eard
"Yes an' we've been putty lucky, too," spoke
the singing, so we thought we w\u;~ come ,on up Scott. "We'll be mighty glad when we git ter
and investigate. How ai·e yo~ al..
. ht- Yuma, though.'' ·
"Pretty good " answered Mernl, ")"ns face hg ?
"The senors should not tell their business to
.
h
'w the boy. '!What is the matter ·
mg up, as e sa
.
. this wild an' lonesome strangers," said the greaser guide, flashing a
Did you Jose your way m
glance at the speaker.
spot?"
"That is about right, Mr. Greaser," said the
.
.
"Well not exactly. We struck a trail yester- boy with the long, chestnut hair. "But it strikes
da which we thought might leacl us to Yuma, me that they were a little bit out of the way
so y~c followed it up. You are the first peopld wi when they hired such a galoot as you to guide
have seen since we left a ranch we _stoh~ema~- · them to Yuma. I can't help it if you don't like
the day before yesterday. But ~h~t is t
to what I am saying, for I have got a way of alter with your man there? His Jaw _s eems
ways speaking what I think, when a person gives
b dro ing out of. place. I reckon he was sur- me cause to do it. I don't know who you are,
p~ised
find that there was any one around but but I'll bet that if you are weighed you will be
you folks."
h
ht found wanting!"
B" Mike stood with wide-open mout.' naug
Big Mike scowled fiercely at . the boy and
but l~urprise depicted on his ugly looku_1gl co~nd slipped his hand toward a big knife that hung
tenance. It was evident that he ~rthm yd the in a sheath to his belt.
t
cted to see the boy when e ear .
"Easy, Mike," cautioned Merril. "You shouldni° tt!xpe f hoofs and his surprise had certaml_y n't have said what you did. Any one with any
c
the obest of' him. But h_e ~uickly shut his judgment at all would know that these people are
g uth and put on an air of mdifference.
not crooks. They are perfectly welcome here,
mo"Where
you come from,.?" h e ask ed,;
re and also to know our business."
"All right, Senor Merril," answered the Mexi"All over" was the quick reply.
What \
ou here f~r? Are you taking these men o can· and then he turned and picked up his guitar
y
?"
ana' strode to the wagon with it.
Yuma.
h
l
"You
"Who are you, if you have no objections in
"That is right, senor," was t e i·ep y.
a me some money and I take you to Yuma, telling?" Merril asked, as he again turned to
fol. I know the way; you no find the way the dashing boy on the sorrel stallion.
"Young wild West is my name," was the reply.
~®~
.
"These two gentlemen with me are Cheyenne
"Oh that is all right my greaser friend. I Charlie and Jim Dart, my partners, You may
recko~ I know the way 'an right,''. was t~e cool have heard of us, and you may not."
retort. "I've got a couple of friends with me
"I've heard of yer!" spoke up Dennison, as
who know it, too. Here they come now. I
• .J
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he"1·an forward and put out his hand. "Shake,
will yer, Young Wild West?"
''Certainly!" '
The hands of the two met and closed in a
hearty grip. Then Dennison shook with the
boy's companions; after which he turned to his
· companions and said:
·
"Boys, -I'm introducin' yer Young Wild West,
ther Champion Deadshot an' Prince of ther Saddle.· He's only a boy, but he's a terror ·ter them
what goes wrong an' a helper ter them what goes
right. Hooray fu1· Young Wild West!"
Merril and Scott joined him in .giving a cheer,
and· then they quickly made known their names.
It w'as just then that the rest of Young Wild
West's party appeared in view, and as Big Mike's
eyes beheld two very pretty girls and a comely ·
young woman riding forward his shifty eyes
glinted in a peculiar, not to say, dangerou s, way.

CHAPTER Il.-The Greaser Guide Suspicioned.
Young Wild West noticed the look that shone
:from the eyes of the big greaser, but ~ said
nothing just then.
"Come on, girls!" he called out. "I reckon
we'll camp 1·ight here alongside these gentlemen.
There is nothing like a little company, especially
in-such a forsaken place as this."
The girls, as our he1·0 and his partner · always
termed them, even though the scout's wife was a
woman, as far as age went, rode up, smiling, as
though they were glad to meet the travelers. All
hands dismounted, and then an introduction took
place, and the three lucky prospectors found that
they had met A1·ietta MUl'dock and Eloise Gardner, the sweethearts of Young Wild West and
Jim Dart, and Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie. No one bothered to introduce the two Chinamen, though right here we may as well state that
they were brothers, named Hop Wah and Wing
Wah, and had been in the employ of our hero and
his partners for two or th1·ee years. When Den- nison had said that Young Wil<l West was the
Champion Deadshot and also the Prince of the
Saddle he was only speaking what he had heard
friends of the dashing boy say. _But it was surely the truth, i;n every sense of the word, however. Ever since he had been able to climb up
on the back of a mustang the boy had been
steadily gaining in the knowledge and control of
a horse, and he was at the time of his introduction to the reader without a peer as a skillful
rider. And it was the same way with the management of firearms. Constant practice had made
him a deadshot with both the rifle and revolver,
and because of h,s many victories over co,vboys
and · other Westerners who claimed to be champions at shooting, · he had been nicknamed the
Champion Deadshot.
.
But Wild, aa his friends always called him, was
ev~r ready to defend his title, though he never
boasted of it. It was through his wonderful
shooting and riding and great coolness and good
judgment in times of danger that had won him .
the respect and admiration of .t he inhabitants of
that part of the country ~own as the Wild West
at ' the time of which ·we write. lJis nartners
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were experts in woodcraft, and were as brave as
any border hero could be. Cheyenne harlie
had been a ·scout in active service for a numher
of years, but shortly 41-fter he met Young Wild
West and went to the Black Hills with him he
decided to stick to the dashing young dead.shot,
and he was very proud to be called his partner.
It was the same with Jim Dart in this respect,
and the two were never happier than when in
some ~
-, with Wild to lead them through it.
The girls had become accusto,med to the out-door life they were leading, and they liked it
better than any other way. The first time they
made an adventuro\ls trip with Wild and his
partners had made t'hem eager to go· with them
again, and so it had continued until they became·
permanent members of the party. All of them,
including the girls, were interested in enough
mines to bring them in more of an income than
they could spend, so they put their time in riding about the West and Southwest;, in search o:f'
adventure. As we find them in that desolate part.
of Arizona they had come down from Phoenix
just to do a little exploring in the mountains.
They had stopped at a ranch about a hundred
miles to the east of where they now \ Vel'e, and
after leaving that. as our hero had stated, they
had not met a human being until they came upon
the camp of the three miners.
The very moment Wild got a look at the face
of the greaser guide he put him down as a scoun-·
d~l, and when once he came to a conclusion he
was generally right. Merril, Scott and Dennison were certainly delighte<l to have the partystop with them over night, and it may have· been
that the guide was, too. But it was for different reasons, if he was. Young Wild West looked
around the camp, and then he shook his head.
''No water here, I see," he observed.
"No; our guide says that we will strike some
when we get to that peak over there. He thought
we would find it here, but he made a mistake in
his calculations."
"Have you got water?" Big Mike spoke up,
-looking hard at the young deadshot.
"Oh, I reckon we've ·got enough to last another
day," was the cool retort.
':That's good; we no got plenty."
Cheyenne Charlie was a pretty outspoken man,
and he had been keeping remarkably still. But
he evidently had formed a dislike for the greaser,
and he blurted out, sharply:
''I reckon you wouldn't want us ter have any
of what you've got, not if we was about starvin'
fur it, you big galoot! I kin tell by ther cut of
yer what you are. You've ~ot a hangdog look,
though I won't say that you d kill a man fur as
little as fifty do!Jars!"
"Senor," reto~ted the Mexican, his eyes flashing with rage, 'I will make you suffer for what
you say! I honest man; I no kill nobody!"
"Good! Then yer won't kill me, will _yer ? But
don't git r'iled. I ain't got much use fur an
ugly lookin' greaser, anyhow. But if yer do
take a notion ter git square with me fur what I
said y'o u'll find that I'll be right on hand."
"Keep stiIJ,_Chai-lie." spoke up our h~ro. "The
man can't help it· if he has a bad look. Let hna
alone. He mav be all right."

•
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1'He may be; but I don't think he is.
An' I'll
bet you don't, either, Wild."
Anna shot a warning glance at her _o utspoken
husband, and then he subsided. But it could be
seen by all present that the greaser was angry
enough to kill the scout then and there. However, he was one of the sort who can bide their
time, and he let the matter drop. The work of
getting their camp in shape was soon done by
the ·two Chinamen, and it was just about dark
when the· fire was lighted to cook their evening
meal. The prospectors had urged them to eat
from their stock of provisions, but Young Wild
West declined to do this, on the ground that
there was no telling how much they might need
what they had before they got to Yuma.
Wing, the Chinese cook, soon had a fire going,
. and then it was not long before the supper was
under way. Young Wild West had selected the
side of a hill, about twenty yards from the spot
where the ~moldering fire of the prospectors'
camp lay. He did not mean to mix right in with
them, since there was a couple of tents which
they slept in nig-hts, and he did not want to be
too close 1-o the greaser. Not trat he was afraid
of Big Mike. for that was sorrething entirely o:1t
of the question for Young Wild West. He did
not fear the worst villain livin~. However, the
look that the greaser had cast at the girls made
him think that it was best to keep them away
from him. After our friends had eaten their supper Merril walked over and took a seat on a
rock.
"Do you know one thing, Young Wild West?"
" -h said in a low tone of voice. "I have come to
believe that our• guide is goin' to prove treacherous."
"I wouldn't be a bit surprised, Mr. Menil," was
the reply.
"I never had the least suspicion of him until
just before you folks showed up. Then he acted
different from the way he had been doin'; an'
when he heard you comin' he acted just as
though he knew who it was, an' was expectin'
What has happened since makes me think
~ 'em.
that he means to rob us an' that he has got some
friends out this way to help him to do it."
"Well, he'll have to have quite a few if he
does it, I reckon. We are not in the habit of
allowing folks to be robbed any kind of fashion.
The big galoot had better look out what he
does. How much money have you got with you,
anyway? Is it enough to make him feel as
though it was worth while to rob you?"
"We haven't got hardly any money," was the
reply. "But we've got about fifty thousand
dollars' worth of gold dust in that wagon."
"Ah! I see. Well, you can het that the
greaser guide wants some of that. The chances
are that he will have some of his gang come
along before the night is over, and there will be
a lively time of it around here. Don't be
alarmed, Merril. ·Don't do much sleeping t _onight, either."
- The prospector shrugged his shoulders. It
was plain that he was very uneasy. When he
_
cast a glance over to his own camp and saw that
J3ig Mike was sitting right where he could watch
him, he become more convinced than •:-ever that
the guide bad hired out to them just ftjr the pur-
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pose of robbing them. It was not mo1·e than ten
minutes before this suspicion was verified. Then
the call of a nightbird suddenly sounded on the
still night _ air.
"That wasn't a bird," said Young Wild West.
"You can bet all the gold dust you have got,
Merril, that it is a signal from the greaser's
friends . They are after you, all 1·ightl"
Merril nodded, and when he saw the greaser
walk leisurely away from the camp into the darkness he looked at our hero and said:
"What are w~ goin' to do?"
"Do?" was the reply. Why, get ready for
business. Boys, keep your eyes open."
"You bet yer life we will, Wild!" exclaimed
Cheyenne Charlie, as he started from the camp.
"I'll jest see what that greaser galoot is up
ter."
CHAPTER III.-The Game That Fa~led.
Wild m.ade no objections, so Charlie was soon
lost in the darkness. The scout was simply itching to mak_e the discovery that the greaser guide
was "crooked," as he called it. Of that he was
certain, ~o it was for him to prove it. He
moved through the darkness, dodging from rock
to rock. and in a very· short space of time he
heard low voices ahead of him.
"I reckon I'll soon find out somethin'," he muttered under his breath. "Ther sneakin' coyote
fetched them three fellers here jest ter rob 'em.
I'll bet he had it all fixed so some of his friends
would come out an' meet him here. Well, they're
goin' ter git fooled, as sure as my name are
Cheyenne Charlie!"
The scout moved forward, and, reaching a
rock, he peered from behind it and saw the dim
outlines of two men standing but a few feet
from him. One was the greaser guide. Of that
he was sure. But the other was a stran~er,
which simply bore out his suspicions. They were
talking in such low tones that Charlie could
hardly hear what they said, but he strained his
ears and listened, and when he caught the words,
"Twelve o'clock to-night," he .gave a nod of extreme satisfaction. He could only catch a few
words then, for the two men parted, the guide
walking leisurely toward the camp. The scout
moved along swiftly and. managed to get there
ahead of him. He was sitting down when he saw
Big Mike come in, he not having said a word
yet.
"Well," said Merril, anxiously, "did you find
out anything?"
"I reckon I did," was the reply. "Ther big
galoot met a man out there an' they was doin'
some mighty tall talkin' in whispers.. I only
heard enough ter make me know" that somethin'
is goin' ter happen at twelve o'cloc1c to-night."
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild. "I thought so!"
"There was only one man there," went on the
scout. "But it are mos:t likely that there's more
of 'em close by."
"Maybe the two of them mean to overpower us,
and then make off with the wagon?" Merril ventured.
Our hero shook his· head.
"They would know better than that," he said• .
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"What could two of them do, especially as we are
The three prospectors were still up, talking
here now? Why, that greaser wouldn't stand a about what they meant to do when they sold
ghost of a show. He knows very well that we are their precious load, and Big Mike listened for a
not the ones to go to sleep and give him a while and then took to his blanket. His snoring
chance to do his dirty work. I reckon he has a few minutes later told the three men that he
seen and heard enough for that.
was really asleep. But they did not mean to
"Oh, there may be a dozen of 'em," spoke up close their eyes until after they knew they were
Charlie. "But what's ther odds? I reckon your safe from an attack. T'1at it would come at midgold is safe all right, boss. All's you've got ter night they felt certain, for they all put faith in
do is ter kee awake till after twelve o'clock, an' what Cheyenne Charlie had told them. It was
have your
ooter ready fur business. Jest see quite easy for them to remain awake, for, with
ter it that ther other two does the1· same thing." the knowledge of what was to happen on their
"I will, you can bet!" was the reply. "I am minds, sleep would be hard to court, indeed. The
sorry that we made the mistake to trust the hours passed on, and when Merril looked at his
greaser."
watch, for about the twentieth time, and found
"Oh, you'll get to Yuma all right, and you'll that it Jacked but a few minutes of twelve, he
take your gold dust with you," our hero Sl_l,id, becanie very nervous. He was lying down close •
assuringly. "I am mighty glad4hat we hap- to his companions, but_the g1·easer guide lay sevpened along as we did. We always like to be able eral feet a way, a.- boulder between them. Merril
to do a good turn for those deserving of it, and touched Scott and then Dennison. Instantly they
it will give us a chance to stir up a bit. Things were on the alert. The three raised theit- heads
get altogether too tame sometimes, you know."
cautiously and looked over at Young Wild West's
"You talk as though you rather like gettin' camp. They were just in time to see the young
in trouble with such fellers a s Big Mike."
deadshot creeping around behind a boulder. This
"Well, to tell the truth, I do like it," was the made them feel tnore easy, for they knew that the
reply. "Aud so do my two partners. The girls help they depended upon was sure. They had
would think it out of place if we didn't. have a barely dropped back into sleeping. positions when
scrimmage with outlaws or bad Indians now and the guide raised up on his elbow and looked cauthen. The outdoor Ji.fe they are living would tiously toward them. All three feigned sleep,
lose its char.ms if there was no danger attached trying to breathe regularly. Big Mike was evito it,-you know."
dently satisfied, for the next minute he crawled
"You seem to be a peculiar sort of a party, if entirely behind the boulder and disappeared. AlI may say it," Merril declared.
most at the same moment Jim Dart arose and
"Well, when you get used to a certain way of stepped softly over to the three.
Jiving it comes a little ha1·d on you if you make
"Come on!" he' whispered. "It will be bett0r
a change, I reckon."
for you to be with us now. Don't worry about
"Maybe so."
your wagon. We'l-1 soon fix the galoots when
"Now, Merril, to give you a good chance to let they show up."
-..
your two partners know what is in the wind, I
Merril and his partners felt that it was proper
will send one of our Chinamen over to entertain to do as they were asked, so they crept sofltly
your rascally guide. He will soon have him so to the other camp with Jim. When they got
· much interested that you can go ahead and ex- the1·e they found that both Wild and the scout
plain the whole thing to them, I'll guarantee had left it.
that."
"They are watc~ng for the thieves," Jim exWild now called Hop, the Chinaman. When he plained: "If you hear some shooting in a minsaid Hop would be able to hold the attention of ute o:r: two don't be surprised."
the greaser guide while Merril Jet his partners
"I reckon ther greaser guide will wish he had
know what was up, he knew just what he was never tackled this job afqre he gits through with
talking about. Tho.u gh he was about as inno- it," remarked Dennison_.
cent-looking as any Celestial that ever crossed
''.You can bet he will!" Dart answered.
the Pacific, Hop Wah was far from being that.
The next minute there was some disturbance
The fact was that he was a very clever sleight- . among the mules, and then they knew that the
of-hand performer, and when it came to gambling villains were at their work. .But just then the
he had yet to meet his match. He always had the voice of Young Wild West was heard.
necessary articles about his pe1·son to perform
"Hands up, you scoundrels!" he exclaimed.
nG end of mystifying tricks, and, being a sort of "Your little game is spoiled!"
humorist, in his way, he was quite amusing at
Crack--erack! Two shots rang out in quick
time.
succession, and then there came the sounds of
"Hop," said Wild, looking at him in a business- retreating footsteps.
"Whoopee! Whoopee!
Wow! Wow!" rang
like wa~, "you go over there and get the greaser
interested. Mr. Merril wants to have a little out the voice of Cheyenne Charlie. "Run, you
talk with his two friends, and he don't want the sneakin' coyotes, run!"
galoot to hear what he is saying. You under- • There was a brief interval of silence and then
the clatter of hoofs sounded.
stand?"
"Me undelstand, Misler Wild," was the ready
"They're off!" cried Jim, excitedly. "I reckon
Teply.
I'll try and get in a shot. It is moonlight."
He 1·an out of the confines of the camp, only to
So Hop went over and made Big Mike's acquaintance and interested him in a number of meet Wild and Charlie dragging along a prisoner.
"We've got one, Jim," .said Wild. 'Another
his tricks until Mike said he was going to turn
lies dead among the rocks over there, and the
in, and then Hop left.
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other three got away. Bjg ,Mike was one of · Spanish to oRe '·of the viJ:lab:is, who was a greaser,
them. They had their horses so close by that like himself.
·
·-· · ·
it was no ute, The greaser guide took the horse
"One got shot; the otne'r was taken a pris1m~r,"
@f the galoqt Charlie shot, I :reckon."
· came the reply.
·_·· '
"Won't they come back again?" asked Men:il, .
"Caramba-1 Sacre! This is bad work!" exanxlously.
claimed the viHainous gu_ide.
'
/
"Not- to-Right, I reckon"· was ·the reply. "If
"Very bad, Senor Mike,'' was the reply.
\
they do they are perlectly wt1lcome, I assu:r.e
"If I'd thought we w:as goin' ter strike
you. Such a lot Its 1:t1,ey are won't amount to ag'in any· sich a game as this yer kin bet I
much. They are too cowardly for _that.'!
wouldn't have left Lemon Creek," remarked the
"Well I am glad it is no worse, anyhow. .Just only American in the bunch. "What are yer
think of what would. have happened if you had goin' ter do about it, Mike? . Yer ain't goin' ter
not come along this way!"
let 'em go,' are yer?"
"Well, it is most likely you would have been
"No, Senor Hadem," was the reply. "We must
cleaned out, , all right," Wild admitted.
have the gold. And Young Wild West and his
The prisoner, who was one of"those who hang pa1·tners must never get out of the mountains
around mining camps and never are guilty of do~ alive. The fair seno:i,:itas p:iust be ours, too. ' We
ing any worR.i was in a very dejected frame of will follow them, and when we get them just
mind as he was brought . to a halt in the light of right we will strike the blow that will -win. We
the lantern that Jim Dart held fo his hand.
are the ones who will take the wagon-l6ad of
"What is your name?" Wild demanded, sternly, g,old into Ym:na and get the money." ·
as he looked him over.
"That sounds like ther right kind of talk, Mike.
"Levi Stark," was the reply.
You're ther kind of a leader ter have. It ·ain't
1
"Where do you hail from ?'
your fault if Merril an' his pards fell in with
"Lemon Creek is where I've been hangin' out somebody ter help ·•em ou't. You told me that
the1· last month.!'
to-night. We all knowed 'that we had more than
Lemon Creek was the name .of the mining camp them three prospectors ter fool with; but '. we
the prospectors had left that morning, and when intended ter do ther work without wakin' any
they came to look at the man closely they rec- one up. Ther galoots . was waitin' fur us ter
egnized him as one· who had been hanging around show oui- hand an' ther minute we did they lit
the gambling saloons in that place.
on us. There ain't no use in blamin' .anyb6dy
"We know him," said Merril. "Now, just make fur it, 'cause that wouldn't be fair. They found
him tell what he was up to, Mr. West.''
it out some way, an' that's all there ls about
"I reckon we ' know that already," our hero it. Now it's fur us ter git Stark away f1·om
replied. "He was simply ~oing to help rob 'em an' then 1rit hold of that gold. _ As far as.
·~·you of your gold, that's ~11." . ,
.
.
ther gals g-oes, I ain't got nothin' ter say about·
"Big Mike coaxed m~ inter 1t,' he sind, whin- 'em. But I'll say right here that I don't belteve
-ingly. "I ain't what yer kin call a bad man."
in botherin' with ·anythlng in petticoats. l've
"Ther dnly way ter make yer good is ter cut had to9 much of 'em in my time, an"' I never seen
short your' wind, I reckon," spoke up Cheyenne any good come out of botherin' with 'em. They'll
Charlie, smiling g,rimly.
.
fool yer jest when yer don't expect it."
Then the wretch began pleading for ~is lif~,
The fout villains were riding slowly along in
I
for he thought the words of the scout implied the moonlight now, not knowing just where they
that he would be hanged. But Young Wild We st were heading for. But as soon as Big Mike had
had no such mition as that.
,
returned to a frame of mind that would permi~
"Tie him so he can't get away, boys," he hlm to think with any degree of common sense
said. "We'il see what is to be done with him in he decided to move on to the place where he hacl:
the morning!"
told the men he was guiding that water could
be found. He had not lied about this, and as
they had been compelled to leave in such a
hurry, they were entirely without water or
CHAPTER IV.-The Flight of the VHlains.
provisions. They had a burro with them when
Though he was an unscrupulous scoundrel and they reached the place where they went in temready to commit any sort of crime, providing he porary camp before completing the final arrangethought it would pay him to do it, Big Mike was ments for the robbery, but th,e villains who- had
but a coward. He did not have the nerve to stay followed the guide to the spot had not even
and fight it out when he found hla foul game had thought of the animal when they made a - bolt
been nipped in the bud, and when one of the to escape. As the leader thought of this he bemen who had come there to meet him, fh-ed a came decidedly uneasy.
\ "Senor Harlem," he said, after a rather lengthy
shot as Young Wild West's voice rahg out, he
tumed and fled for the ftrat horse he could ge.t pause, "you no afraid to go l:iack and look for
hold of. He heard the second shot, too, but he the burro?"
''I reckon I ain't, Mike," was the reply. ''I'll
never turned to see who it was that fired it. Ther,e
-'had been ;five men, who had Qrranged to come to jest strike out right away."
"You get · da burro and we feel much obliged."
assist .him to rob the three lucky men of their
The guide was yery polite to his ~lly j:ust.
gold, but when he got safely aw~y from the
scene and had ibrought the horse he had mount- then. But Harlem knew as well as he did that
ed . down to a walk he found that there were but they might need the food and water before they
got off the desert part of the mountains. He
three of them with him.
.
·
"'Where are the others ? " he asked, speaking in was plucky and venturesome enough to tak~ the
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risk so without any more words he rode over the sun was rising they decided not to look for
the back trail. Luck was with him, it seemed, for any more sleep just then. On the whole, it had
he had not gone more than a mile when he found been a pretty exciting night for the three prosthe burro coming that way. The load the animal pectors, and thev were very glad when it was
Cll,l'ried was intact, too, for the villains had kept daylight, for they th~n felt that they wou1d be
it ready to get away from the spot as soon as far safer. The cook got busy getting the 1:-,reakpossible after they got control of the prospect- fast ready, and they all ate together.
ors' outfit.
•
By this time Wild had decided upon what he
"I reckon that's what yer call mighty fine!" meant to do with the prisoner. He decided to let
the villain exclaimed, as he caught the paclr him go, and when Cheyenne Charlie heard him
animal and started back again. "I never expect- say so, after they had finished the morning meal,
ed that it was goin' ter be as easy as this."
he looked surprised. The scout never believed
Much elated, Harlem rode back and joined his in giving a villain who was dead against them
waiting companions. To say that the latter were any leeway.
delighted would hardly be expressing it.
"That's all right, Charlie," said our hero.
They pushed on, keeping up a good gait, the "Maybe you think the galoot should not be almoon lighting the way for them, and it was not lowed to go. But what are we going to do with
mo1·e than a couple of hours before sunrise him? We can't hang him for what he has done,
when they reached the water. The trail ran , since we are not a judge and jury. And if we
through a big bed of. cacti, and both horses and keep him a prisoner it will be a source of trouble
men were severely pricked by the sharp bayonets to us all the time. We'll let him take the ti·ail
that threw themselves out in every direction of his friends, and when he gets to them he can
from the plants.
tell them that we are coming. That will be
"If it was daylight we would not have this about all, I reckon."
trouble, senor," Big Mike explained to Harlem.
"We had better make him bury the body of
"Since the moon is now behind that ridge over the man who irot his medicine last night before
there we have not light enough to pick our way. he goes," spoke up Jim Dart.
The daylight is the proper time to ride through
"That's right," our hero answered. "He will
the cactus groves. Then you can tell which way be glad enough to do that, considering that he
to go to escape them.
is to be allowed his freedom, I think.
.
It was just then that they got through the
· "I'll do anything you say!" e::claimed the
grove and came to the water. The villainous prisoner, who could not help hearing everything
American breathed a sigh of relief.
that was said. "I won't never lift a finger ag'in
"I'm mighty glad we're here," he exclaimed.
any of yer again, either."
But he was not alone in this feeling.
Wild ordered Hop to set the prisoner free.
"This is good water," said Big Mike, pointing He was given a shovel and after hB had buried
to the stream which trickled down the steep the Mexican, he was told that he .could go.
descent. "It is not what you call brackish, like
"Now I'll go an' find ther gang an' yer kin bet
that we sometimes find in the waterholes."
that I'll advise 'em ter let you folks alone. They
Harlem soon became satisfied that what the don't stand no more show with yer than they
greaser said about the.. water was right. They would have with a band of 'Pache Injuns!"
all took a good drink, and then the horses and
Wild gave him his weapons, for he felt that if
burros were allowed to help themselves. Then, the man really meant to stick to what he said he
tired out and stinging from the pricks they had might need them to protect himself against the
received from the bayonets of the cactus, the greaser guide. If he was simply trying to devillains prepared to turn in and sleep.
ceive them it would only make one more against
"Let them come now!" exclaimed Big Mike, as them, and that was not so much, as far as our
he prepared to go to sleep. "They won't get hero and his partners thought.
here with the wagon much before noon, unless
"I'm mighty glad ter git off as easy as this,
they start -pretty soon. We'll be here waiting Young Wild West," Stark said, as he was ready
for tbem, Senor Harlem."
to take the trail of his companions. "Jest wait
"That's right, Mike," was the reply.
till I git a chance ter talk to yer ag'in. You'll
Ten minutes later nothing could be heard but find out that I'm a man of my word, even if I
the regula1· breathing of the four men as they have been a mighty bad galoot! Goodby!"
slept, for the horses had become silent, too, and
Off he rode, taking the trail that led over the
the solitude would have been almost maddening burning sands. In a few minutes he was entirely
to a person could he have been placed there all out of sight, and then our friends made ready
of a sudden. Daylight came and the villains to follow him. They were heading for Yuma,
slept on.
which was about eighty miles away by the route
It must have been as late as ten in the morning they must take, and, though they had never
when one of the Mexicans awoke and found the passed that way before, our hero was quite
sun shining down upon him. He quickly roused sure that they could reach there in due time.
the others, and then they set about to get their
If the trail had led over a level plain or where
breakfast and .make preparations for the arrival
there was plenty of timber and water, they could
of our friends.
make better time. However, they knew that as
soon as they got the other side of the peak they
CHAPTER v.-The Prisoner Given His Liberty. could see in the distance they would strike vegeWhen morning came Young Wild West was up tation, for as the mouth of the Colorado River
and stirring. Cheyenne Charlie and Merril had wa,s neared the land became fertile and the
stood the last two hom·s of the watch, but as foliage of the semi-tropics would be much in evi-
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dence. It was not long before. the party was "We have, been coming along at a i-ather .s low
proceeding on its way, the three miners riding pace, on acco.unt of the mule wagon. But we will
along in the wag-on, since they had brought no get there all right, even if. it does take a little '
horses with them. The six mules were quite ca- long·er."
pable ·of pulling the old prairie schooner over the
It w·a s nea1·ly noon when they suddenly came
rough trail, though it was rather slow work, for .in s..ight of a thin column of smoke rising from a
mules, as a rule, do not take much to fast travel- cleft in the rocks half a mile distant. Young
ing. 'fhough the sun was not very"h.igh, the heat. Wild West gave a nod of satisfaction.
from it was fierce, and if they had not all been
"I reckon we are not fat away from the vilprovided with sombreros they might have suffered · lains now," he remarked. "But we won't head
iseverely.
,
straight for that smoke, :(or that is just about
"So the greaser guide said there was water what they wanf us to do."
over there, did he?" remarked Wild, as he rode
But when he looked around and saw more
up close to Merril, who was driving the mules.
smoke rising from behind a cliff something like a
"Yes," was the reply; "that is what he said."
· quartei· of a mile to the right of the other, he ·
"Well, I hope he told the truth, for we haven't called a halt.
any more than we. want in the line of water.
"Boys," said he, addressing his two partners,
However, it is quite likely that if we do find it, "that looks like a signal, come to think of it."
the villains will be there for the pui·pose of keep"I reckon you're right, Wild," Charlie aning U§l from getting to it."
swered, nodding his head. "Some Of\e has start"That is . what I have been worrying about, ed . that smoke jest ter 'tract thex 'tention of
Young Wild West."
somebody else. It's a sort of Injun signa'l, I
"Well don't do any more worrying·, then. reckon. But I don't believe there's any Injuns
Nothing' ever comes of worrying-nothing good, around here."
I mean. Just take it easy. There are only five,
"No, there are no redskins very close by, of
counting the one we let go a little while ago, and that I feel sure. I'll tell you who I think started
if he meant what he said we wm only have four that smoke."
to contend with. I reckon we can take care of
"Who?'! the scout and Jim asked the question,
them all right."
as though in one voice.
'
About three hours after the start was made
"Stark."
'they came in sight of the grove of cacti. Some
"Yer think so, Wild?" queried Charlie, while
of the plants that seemed to. fl.ouri~h so on _the Jim nodded, as though he thought it might be.
arid tract reared themselves to a 4e1ght of thirty
"Yes, I think so. He has set the smoke i·ising
or forty feet, and to one not accustomed to that to keep us from going into a trap, possibly: .
regiQn it would have :lppeared as though they There is one thing certain, that smoke over to
were I approaching a forest of trees. A hunter the right looks more like a campfire. There is
or scout generally expects to' find .water where not ~enough fil'e under that over there to boil a
there is timber and other vegetation, but to find ..soffee kettle. ·It is dying down p.ow, too, which
water in a cactus region is out of the question_. shows that only the lightest kind of wood was
Still lives have been saved by the melon cactus, used to make the fire. Well, we'll head for that
which is ·a species that bears a fruit that is not signal, that's all. We'll take the ·chances. We
unlike a melon in shape. The juice of this fruit, can't go Vfrong, I think, by doing this."
though not pleasant to the taste, answers, in a
At length they came in sight of the smolder' measure, for water, and with the renewed ing fire that had been lighted as a si~al. There
strength he receives from it the traveler has was no one there, but very c_lose to 1t they beoften managed, to get far enough to find water, held a stream of water trickling from the rocks
and thus save his life.
above and losing itself in the white., glistening
Young Wild West knew that it was nothing sand. Young Wild West gave a nod of satisfacmore than a cactus growth that they were ap-_ tion.
proaching and thrs made him think that there
"I reckon it's all right," he said. "But don't
could be ~o water close to it. But he did not forget to keep a watc,h, We may have been led
let the prospectors know his thoughts, as he did into a trap, after all, though it don't look much
not wish to discourage them.
like it."
·
'
• They came ·to_a halt .nea1· the ashes of the fire, •
and then, aftex taking a good look around, our
hero decided that it was safe to tackle the water.
CHAPTER VI.-The Smoke Signal.
The stream was but a tiny one, and was evidently a ibranch from the one the greaser guide and
There was no difficulty in following th.e trail his companions had located their camp by. But
of the villains, for it was very plain, but ;Vhen it afforded them all they wanted, and soon all
they finally reached the cactus grove our fnends hands had taken a drink. Then the tired animals
picked out a route that was easier to follow. were given a chance at it, and it is safe to say
They soon found that Stark had done this; too, that they appreciated it as much as their human.
so once they got upon his trail they kept right companions.
"Now, then," said Wild, when he saw the coo)c
ahead.
"I reckon that g·aloot has got thexe an hour getting ready to prepare the noonday :meal, "[
ago,'1 said Cheyenne Charlie. "W-e never once reckon I'll take a walk over that way and see
seen a sight of him _after he left."
what is thel'e. The g·ang we' are looking for is
"Well, he could keep right on at· a lopet w,ith ·camp!rd there, and I'll bet on it!"
that tough broncho he had," our hero answered.
"Be careful, Wild," advised Arietta. "Don't
I
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let the villains catch you napping. This all may
be only a trick, after all."
Bacon and eggs, biscuits, roasted potatoes and
coffee was the bill of fare for dinner that way,
and it was nQt such a bad meal, either; certainly one would hardly expect to get half as good in
a wild section of tne country, like that was. Wild
and his partners were on their feet the most of
the time they were eating, however. They did
not know how soon they might be attacked by
the villainous gang. It was just as the_y had
finished and Wing and Hop were hastenmg to
clear up the remains of the meal, when a rifle
shot sounded and a bullet whizzed past the head
of Cheyenne Charlie and flattened against a rock.
Instantly our hero's eyes were turned in the
direction the shot came from. He could see the
· slight smoke curling upward, but could . not see
the person who fired. However, he stepped behind a rock, the same as the rest did, and keep:
ing a good watch on the spot, which was about
two hundred yards distant, waited. In less than
a minute he noticed a bush move near the identical spot the shot had been fired from. His
rifle was at his shoulder in a twinkling, and,
talcing a quick aim, he pressed the trigger.
Crang! The report rang out with startling distinctness, and at the same moment the form of
a "man raised above the bush and then fell back
and disappeared.
"That was a greaser, Wild," said Charlie, with
a grim smile on his face. "I could tell by his
hat. One more less ter fight."
"I reckon they'll soon find out that we can
more than hold our own at this kind of fighting,"
Wild answered. "The trouble with them is that
they can't shoot straight."
No one felt the least bit of remorse over the
shot our hero had fired. The greaser guide and
his men w!Qlted their lives, and it was right and
proper that they should shoot in self-defense.
Nothing more was seen of the villains, so our
hero took the risk of stepping out from behind
the rock.
"I'll just go over there and see what they are
up to," he said. "I changed my mind once, but
this time I'll stick to it."
No one tried to persuade him not to go, for
they all felt that he was more than able to take
care of himself. The boy went with no little
caution, however, for he did not mean to let
the villains get a shot at him at close quarters.
In less than three minutes he was right at the
very spot where the Mexican had dropped when
he fired a shot at the moving bush.
It was at the top of a little hill, and, peering
over it, be saw two men carrying the body of a
man along a ledge something like three hundred
yards away.
CHAPTER VII.-Tbe Reformation of Stark.
Levi Stark lost no time in getting to the spot
where he knew his comrades must be waiting.
The man was eager to get there, but it was
more for the purpose of doing a good turn for
Young Wild West and his friends than anything
else.
& might be supposed, the villains were not a
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little surprised when they saw Stark come riding
out of the cactus bed. They had not expected
that Young Wild West would Jet him go free.
"Hello, Levi, old feller!" cried Harlem, showing
the pleasure he felt at meeting with one of his
own race.
"Hello!" was the reply. "How are . yer all
gittin' along, anyhow?"
"Putty good. But how did yer git away from
Young Wild West an' his gang?"
"Oh, they untied ine this mornin' ter give me
my breakfast, an' as soon as I had finished I lit
out around among ther rocks. They didn't try ter
foller me, as I heard Young Wild West call out
that they would only have a lot of bother if they
kept me till they got ter Yuma. So I 1·un on,
an' all of a sudd~n I found Juan's horse, with
hjs bridle caught on a sharp-p'inted 1·ock. I 'jest
let out a whoop of delight when 1 got hold of
ther horse, boys."
'
"The senor was very lucky," spoke up Big Mike.
"We are verra glad he got here."
They all shook hands with the newcomer, who
played his part very well for one of his sort.
But though he was very friendly with the villains,
never once did he change in his determination to
assist our friends and prevent them from being
. injured by the greaser guide. He remained with
them until it was near dinner time, and then he
took his rifle and remarked that he was going
over to a hill a quarter of a mile away to try
~d let them know that he was going to keep
his word. ·
"Young Wild West an' his pards will see ther
smoke from ther fire back there, an' they'll know
it's ther campfire of ther galoots what's layin'
fur 'em," he muttered. "Now, if I was ter send
up a smoke signal maybe they'd understand that
it meant fur 'em ter head fur it, I'll try it, ' if I
lose by it."
He gathered up an armful of dry grass and
twigs and then went down the hill to the spot
where the water trickled down the rocks. This
was the first that he knew there was water
there, and when he saw it be made up his mind
that it was just the spot to draw Young Wild
West to, if it could be done, as he would want
the water, above all other things. Stark sat
down and waited for the party to get nearly
through the growth of cactus. He could judge
pretty, well how long it would take them and,
regardless of the fact that he was staying away
from the camn. a rather long time, he waited
patiently. At length he decided that it was time
for him to act, and then he lighted the sman
heap of grass and fagots he had ananged. Then
he climbed the hill and made his way back to
the camp.
"Well, I didn't hear yer shoot, so I reckon yer
didn't have no luck," Harlem observed.
"I didn't see a thing, pard," the man replied.
"That is, I didn't see nothing that was in ther
line of game. I did see a cloud of dust over
there, ther other side of ther cactus, though. I
reckon Young Wild West is comin', all right."
"Good"!" exclaimed Big Mike, jumping to his
feet. "If they come here we will soon fix ·them,
as you Americans say. The gold must be ours,
and the senoritas, too!"
"They will come here, a1J right," Stark an-
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swered, shaking his head, as though he feared the
time when they showed up. "Young Wild West
told me to tell you, Mike, that he was coming
straig:1t 'for you, and then when him an' his pards
started in ter shoot they was goin' ter drop a
man at every clip. We've got ter look out, fur
that there boy kin shoot like chain lightnin', l
tel]. yer!"
''.lie shoot-a poor Juan," spoke up the greaser
called Pablo. "Me make a-square plenty quick."
"Look out he don't see yer when you're goin'
t.er do it, then," said Stark. "If he sees you ther
same time vou see him you'll go ter jine your
friend, which I buried this mornin'."
"You bury-a poor Juan?" the other Mexican
spoke up, looking at him with admiration.
"Yes, Youn~ Wild West made me do it afore
I ran away from 'em."
This seemed to please all three of the greasers,
for it was no doubt a little consoling to them to
know that their companion's remains had not
been left abeve ground. Big Mike began to grow
uneasy all of a sudden. It was evident that he
was not anxious to get into a fight with our
friends-or not so much that way as he had
been making out.
"We hide behind da rocks/' he said. shrugging
his shoulders. "Den we shoot before they know."
Stark nodded, though he did not exactly like
it, as it might be that those he had promised to
befriend might be shot down before they had a
chance to return the shots. But it quickly struck
him that Young Wild V/ cst and his partners
could hardly be that kind of people. They would
be expecting an ambush. AnQ then a gain they
would surely see the smoke from the fire he had
made near the little s':r e::tm of water. It was
impossible to see this smoke from the place the
villains had selected to wait for the arrival of
those they meant to attack and slay, so Stark
felt secure on t~t part. After they had waited
for some time and the party did not show up,
one of the Mexicans volunteered to climb the hill
and have a look aroµnd.
"Go ahead," said Harlem, encouragingly; I'll
go along. An' if we git a chance at Young Wild
West we'll let him have it. Ther quicker he goes
under ther better it will be."
"I'll go along, too," spoke up Stark, who meant
to prevent anything happening to those he had
promise.cl to protect, if he possibly could. Big
Mike nodded his approval.
"Pablo and me stay here," he said. "You
,shoot if you see Young Wild West. But make
·
sure."
"We'll make sure, all right," Harlem answered.
·
•come on, boys."
The Mexicans led the way. He was very anxious to be revenged for the death of .his friend,
which had occurred the night before. When
Stark saw them making for the very hill he had
climbed a short time before he grew a trifle
nervous. But before they reached it he called
their attention to another point that was quite
high, and ·he succeeded in getting them to go to
lt. When they reached t.he top of the hill: which
had a clump of hushes here and there, they saw
~e camp of our friends a short distance away.
l'be Mexican, without speaking a word, placed his
Ille to bis shoulder and fired. And it was an-
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swered, as the reader knows. The greaser caused
the bush to move, and that sealed his fate. · He
leaped high in the air ~nd came rolling down the
hill as the bullet hit him.
Harlem uttered a cry of fear and started to
run, but Stark called him back.
"We will carry him to the camp," he said.
"Maybe he ain't dead."
They picked the man up and started away with
him, neither turning to look back. But by the
time they reached Big Mike and Pablo the
wretch had expired.

CHAPTER VIII.-Stark Leaves the Villains.
Wild quickly saw that one of the men was
Levi Stark. He could have shot the pair of them
~asily, if he ha~ so desired, but he wa~ not gomg to do anythmg like that. Young Wild West
only fired to kill when some one was doing the
same to him, or others who were in n~d of protection.
, "I wonder if it really was Stark who made that
fire?" he thought. "There is no other person
around here who would do a thing to aid us, I am
sure. But he seems to be right in with the gang _
now, for he is assisting in carrying away the
man I shot. But it must be that he did it.
Probably he is deceiving his companions by helping us. Well, I'll let them go, anyhow. There_
are only four left, counting Stark."
He watched the two men as they passed over
the ledge, and when they got whe1·e it was safer
walking Stark turned and looked that way. Acting on an impulse, our hero stood up and waved
his hat. Then. much to his satisfaction, the man
gave an answering wave of the hand.
"That man is all right," muttered the boy. "He
is one out of a thousand. We must be mighty
careful and not hit him, if there is any more
shooting to be done."
Turning back, he soon came to his waiting
companions. The pack horses were about ready,
so after he had related what he had seen they
started off.
The party pushed on up the long hill, over the
trail that wound around it, and in about half an
hour they were going down into a valley that
was remarkably fertile, contrasting greatly with
the desert they had passed over that morning.
"I reckon we'll soon be able ter strike somethin' in ther line of fresh meat," remarked Charlie, as he looked at the thick timber that could
be seen a few miles ahead of them. "A nice,
fat cinnamon bear wouldn't be bad ter strike
·
about now."
No one offered to contradict .him on this, for
they all were a little partial to bear steaks, espedally when the bear they were cut from was
young and comparatively tender. No bear meat
is tender, for it is not the nature of it to be so. ·,
As they were riding down into the valley they
suddenly saw a cloud of dust half a mile ahead
of them.
"There they ~o!" exclaimed Young Wild West,
rising in his stirrups and shading his eyes with
· his hand. "They have got ahead of us. They
can get along faster with their burro than we
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can with the mule wagon. I reckon they must
be on the lookout fo-r an ambush now. But they
can't catch us that way for a while, anyhow.
There is no place for them to lay in hiding."
Sure enough, they all made out the forms of
the men as -they rode along toward the timber.
One of them was gradually dropping behind, and
when they saw him come to a halt and proceed
to fix his saddle it was easy to guess that it was
Levi Stark.
"He wants to drop back and leave them, I reckon," said Jim. "Most likely be has got enough of
their company. Suppose we ride up and overtake him Wild?"
"Just ~hat I was thinking of," was the reply.
"Come on!" .
A way went the two, their horses at a dead
gallop. Instead/ of trying to get away from
them, Stark-for it was surely he-hurriedly
mounted his broncho and came toward them,
bending low in the saddle, as though he expected
to be shot at by the men he was leaving. The
three ahead saw him just then, and they also
saw our hero and Jim Dart. Then they got a
lively move ()"n them, letting ~o the b~rro. in
their effort to get· to cover. Wild held his rifle
ready to shoot, in case they fired at Sta1·k, but
this they did not do, so "they simply rode on until they met him.
.
"Well, Young Wild West, I thought I'd better
quit 'em fur good," said the man, as be pulled
in his steed and crune to a halt. "I told yer I
was goin' ter do all I could ter help yer, at,!'
J 've done it. I'm a different man from what l:
was when yer ketched me last night."
"Good for you, Stark!" our hero answered,
putting out his hand. "Shake -on that!"
"I'm mighty glad ter shake with yer."
Then he gripped the boy's hand, after which he
turned and shook with Jim.
''You're all right, Stark," said Wild. "Come
on with us. I l'eckon you've made a mighty good
change. That was a clever thing you did when
you sent up that smoke signal."
"I was a little afraid it wouldn't work," Stark
.....answered. "I'm mighty glad it did, 'cause I made
up my mind that I wasn't goin' ter let 'em ketch
yer nappin', not if I got in trouble with 'em fur
doin' it!"
"It worked fine, Stark. I knew right away who
had started the smoke, as soon as I saw the
other smoke, anyhow."
They rode back slowly and met the rest coming. Stark was given a hearty welcome by all
hands, includin11: the girls, and the chances are
that b.e never felt so impo~ant-in his whole life
as he did just then.
"The galoots will probably wait for us in the
timber," said Wild. "Well, I reckon they'll have
to be pretty sharp if they want to catch us
napping."
,
The cloud of dust ahead of them soon disappeared, showing that th'e villains had placed a
hill between them and our friends. They had to
come · back to get thei:r burro, however, after
they saw that they were not going to be pursued, for they probably felt that they needed the
prov_isions the- animal·. carried. At length · the
timber was only a mile ahead, and then our
friends grew a little cautious.
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"I reckon they won't fire no more than one
shot afore we git a line on 'em," said Cheyenne
Charlie, who was riding ahead with Wild.
"Well, keep an eye ahead, that's all," was the
reply.
But nothing happened, and soon they were at ·
the edge of the rich growth of wood and other
vegeta-tion. The trail was plain, so that meant
that the three villains had gone on ahead. So
long as they could see that the hoofprints led
in !he one way Wild and his partners knew there
wa.-, hardly any danger of an ambuscade, unless
llie greaser guide had doubled. But they were
so close behind them that they hardly had time
to do this, and it was quite plausible that th:ey
would find a good place to make a stand before
they put up a fight. They knew before this
what kind of shots our hero and his partners
were.
On they went, and in about half an hour they
came to the other side of the timber strip. An
undulating plain lay ahead of them, with patches
of timber scattered over· it, while something ·like
fifteen miles beyond was an unbroken ridge,
also plentifully supplied with vegetation of the
semi-tropics.
"I reckon we'll strike somethin' in ther line of
livin' bein's afore long," observed the scout.
"This .begins ter show up putty well, Wild."
"That's right, Charlie," was the reply. "Hello!
I see a shanty now! Take a look between those
two· timber patches. See that house right below
that steep bank away over there? I know it is
a house, because I ca see the smoke coming
from a chimney."
CHAPTER IX.-Monte, the Villainous ~nnkceper
Big Mike and his two remaining followers had
no idea of stopping very -soon after they saw
that Stark had quit them. They had not . uspected that he would do anything liko this,
since he had managed to deceive them right
along. The body of the Mexican had been bUl'ied
immediately after it was brought tq camp, and
then it was that the guide began to realize that
they had better go a little bit slow until the
proper time to finish the job came. The villain
knew the way very well, and when• he figured
that they oug-ht to reach a small ranch that was
kept by a friend he knew to be of the same
stamp as he, by noon, he decided that they would
push right ahead and endeavor to get there before they tried any more shots at Young Wild
West's party. When Stark left them in such a
sudden way they were only the more anxious to
get to the little ranch, which really was nothing
more than a sort of wayside inn.
"Come on," said Big Mike, when they had l'ecovered the burro they had left... in order to get
out of the way of the bullets they expected to
come. "We will get to Monte's ranch. Then we
will be safe."
, "Why, how fu1· is it?" asked Harlem, ·who was
surprised to hear him ,talk as though they were
near to a tanch. The fact was that Big Mike
had notl.et told what had been creeping through
his min , and he smiled at the question of his
American ally.
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"There is a little ranch not more than thirty
miles from here," he said, as they rode on
through the woods they had now struck. "It is
kept by an old friend of mine, and is on the
route that if, called the Gila Trail. It is the
only place within twenty miles of Gila. But
there is a branch in the trail a couple of miles
north of it, which goes on to Yuma. Monte will
be glad to see me, and he will surely help us
catch Young Wild West, especially when we tell
him that he can have a share of the gold."
"Well, that's what I calls putty good!" exclaimed Harlem. "I didn't have no idea that we
was anywhere near a ranch, or anything else like
it. Wow! I'm glad, 'cause we'll be able ter git
wine an' sich like."
"Wine and whisky, too, Senor Harlem," declared the greaser guide.
Pablo was delighted, too.
"We hurry along and we get-a dere by noon,"
he said.
Big Mike nodded.
"Surely by noon," he answered.
The traveling was a little more pleasant after
they left the desert behind them, and as the
three villains came in sight of the little ranch
house, which ~s nothing more than a small
structure, with a thatched roof, they gave vent to
exclamations of joy. The shanty, as it might
properly be called, stood right against the bend
in the road they had come upon a short time
before, and, though it was very humble in appearance, it. belonged to one of the worst villains in that part of the country. The road was
used quite a little by travelers on their way to
the tnrt!e or four little towns that lay to the
west, and it was only natural that they should
hail it as a place to rest and refresh themselves.
But now and then a traveler stopped there who
was never heard of afterward, for the crafty
Mexican who owned the place had a deep cellar
Jug under the shanty, and when he~found that a
~uest had considerable money with him, he, with
the assistance of his wife and son, would con·
trive to drop the unsuspecting man through a
trap into the cellar. Then murder was done and
the body buried.
Big Mike knew something about this, as he
had often assisted Monte in his murderous work,
and hact profited by it. He had not been there
· in over six months, because the last case he was
implicated in made him fear that suspicion would
be directed to the lonely, thatched shanty at the
• bend in the trail; and if Monte should be caught
and made to confess, it would be no place for
him around that part of the country. The three
villains rode up to the door of the shanty and
were met by no less a person than the proprietor
of the murderous abode himself.
"Hello, old friend, · Monte!" called out the
guide, as he dismounted.
At first he was not recognized, for Big Mike
had changed some since he had been at the
mining camp back beyond the desert. But Monte
soon made out who he was, and then he gave him
a glad welcome. The two conversed in Spanish,
Pablo putting in a few words now and then,
until Harlem became tired of it.
"Let's have somethin' er drink," he sruid, interrupting them. "I'm about as dry as a ti.sh."
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Then they all went inside, and their horses
were put away by the innkeeper's rascally son, a
young Mexican hardly of age.
"Did yer tell him what was up, Mike?" Harlem asked, as some wine was put on the table
for them.
"Yes, senor," was the reply. "Senor Monte will
help us out. Young Wild West will never get
further than this house alive!"
"Good! That's ther kind of talk I like ter
hear!"
"And Senor Stark must die for his t reacher,
went on the Mexican, has brow darkening.
"Sartin. Yer don't s'pose I'd stick up fur ther
galoot, do yer ?" .
f'You should not, Senor Harlem."
"Well, I reckon not. Jest see how he turned
ag'in us! I'll bet he only come an' j'ined us jest
ter be of some help ter Young Wild West. Don't
you worry. Jest let me git a chance. I'll make
short work of Levi Stark-mighty short work,
Mike!"
The treacherous guide looked pleased at this,
while -the little, black eyes of Mnnte twinkled.
The innkeeper could speak and understand English fairly well, and as he had heard the gist of
the whole thing he was eager to help out his old
friend. But the gold that was in the prairie
schooner was what interested him the most. The
unscrupulous scoundrel cared not what he did,
so long as he obtained money. It_matte1·ed nothing to him if two or three people were killed.
The fact that he had remained undiscovered in
the.crimes he had committed for so many months
made him far bolder than he would otherwise
have been.
"They will stop here when they come ·along,"
he said to Big Mike, in Spanish. "When they
come you must not be seen. I will tell them that
three men stopped here, and after a little refreshment went on again. It will be very easy."
The old villain chuckled and rubbed his scrawny
hands. An hour passed. The three men who
were so anxious. to take the life of Young Wild
West had eaten a substantial dinner and were
sitting in the rear room of the shanty, smoking
cigarettes and sipping wine and whisky alternately. Miguel, the son of the innkeeper, was
out watching for our friends to come along, so
he might report, and thus preparations could be
made to receive them.
"It's about time they showed up, I reckon,"
remarked Harlem, -growing a trifle uneasy.
The wo1·ds were scarcely out of his mouth
when the young Mexican came in hurriedly.
"They are coming, senors!" he exclaimed.
"They have halted- about two hundred yards the
other side of the bend."
"Is that so?" Big Mike queried, as he threw
away his cigarette and arose to his feet.
"Yes, Senor Mike," answered Miguel, who, unlike the guide, chose to pronounae his name the
Mex!can way.
It was just then that Monte came in from the
front room and exclaimed:
A wagon is coming down the Gila Trail. Some
travelers to stop here. You will keep out of
sight, for it may be that they have some money."
"I will come out and have a look at them,
while Senor Harlem goes with your boy to watc'h
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cautious. The greaser guide claimed to know
that part of the country pretty well, and· it
might be that some one Jived at the house who
might assist him in putting up a fight against
them.
The boy turned to his companion and said:
"I reckon we'll stop right here at the side of
the road. There is no use in riding on around
that bend over there and giving the galoots a
chance to mow us down. This is good enough,
so we will stop here for a while. There's a
stream right over there, so we can have our
dinner right here." ·
"That's a good idea, Young Wild West," spoke
up Stark, looking relieved. "There ain't no
tellin' jest what Big Mike is up ter. He's over
in that shanty, yer kin bet yer life!"
•
"Did you hear him say anything about a shanty
being here?" Wild queried.
"No; he never said a word. But I'm putty
sartin that he knows ther way ter Yuma, though.
I've heard him say two or three times that he'd
been there lots of times."
"Well, if that is the case, and he came and
went this way, he ce1·tainly knew about that
thatched roof shantY.. That means that we must
look out for it. Hop, you and Wing get a hustle
on you. We want something to eat. Instead of
us going to the shanty, we'll wait for some one
to come to us from it."
Under the shade of a couple of widespreading
trees they dismounted, and then the work of
pitching a temporary camp was quickly gone
through. Hop started a fire, and then Winp> ti:
the coffee pot and hung it over it. It w..s' just
then that a young Mexican was seen coming out
of a fringe of high bushes to the left, about a
hundred yards from the house.
"I reckon we'll find out something now," said
our hero, as he noticed that the Mexican was
heading straight toward them, carrying a gun,
as though he was out hunting for game.
·
"How do, . senors?" said the fellow, who was
· no other than Miguel, the. son of the keeper of
CHAPTER X.-)Iop at the Boarding Inn.
the ranch-inn. "W.hy do you stop here? You can
Charlie quickly saw the house Wild was point- get what you want to eat at my father's house,
ing to, and· he -gave an exclamation of surprise. _ and he will not overcharge you for it."
Then our ·hero called the attention of the rest
"Well, we're in the habit of eating outside, and
of the party.
as we have got plenty of grub with us we thought
"I never had any idea that we were so close to we'd stop ,right here," answered our hero, as he
sized him up. "Besides, there ar~ two or three
8 habitation as this, Wild," Arietta declared.
"No nor I didn't, either, Et," was the reply. people at your father's shanty that we haven't
"But there is certainly some one living there, much use for. If we went there it is most likely
or there would not be a fire. I can't exactly see there would be some shooting done, and then
your father would be upset considerably."
8 chimney, but I can see the smoke corning from
about where one ought to be.
_
Wild put the young fellow down as a crafty
"We'll soon find out all about it," said the villain right away, for he noted the effect of his
scout shrugging his shoulders. "It might be a words as lie spoke them.
ranch house that we see, an' ther other buildin's
Miguel seemed to be very anxious to get them
is around ther other side of that hill."
to the house, however. . He began urging them
This seemed to be the general opinion, so they to go on, declaring that he was quite sure that
all rode forward, and half an hour later they his father would charge them nothing for foad
could see the little house quite plainly. In that and wine, as he was a very liberal man. · But
region, where the air was so clear, they could this only strengthened Wild's suspicions. The
see a Jong distance, so it was well past noon rest could easily understand it, too. Miguel now
when they finally came within an easy distance ) sat down and tried to get up a conversation with
of the hou~e, shanty, or whatever it might be the ' girls. He was nm very successful in this,
called. As the trail of Big Mike and his two. so he turned to the two China.'nen. Wing was
com_panions led right up to the building, Wild too busy to bother with him, but Hop_ gladly
detfded that it was best that they be a little joined in and talked with him.

Young Wild West," said the guide. "There will
be nothing wrong in , having a guest in your
place, Monte."
"That is true," was the retort. "Come on,
Mike!t> .
Big Mike followed him to the front room and
took . his place at a table near a window.
"A bottle of wine and a glass, Monte," he
said. "I will take things easy, for I can depend
on Senor Harlem. If Young Wild West and his
friends come I will leave the room and allow yCJU
to deal with them."
Then he looked out of the window and saw a
big wagon, drawn by four mules, approaching,
while two elderly men were riding on horseback
near it. The driver of the mules was a middleaged woman, and at her side sat a young and
pretty girl. The villainous greaser gave a nod
of satisfaction.
"Plenty of American senoritas!" he muttered.
"I will have no trouble in picking a wife. I am
very glad I decided to come straight here."
The outfit came up in front of the house and
halted, seeming very glad to reach it.
"Hello, there!" called out one of the men, as
he dismounted. "I reckon we kin git a little accommodation here, can't we, boss?"
"Certainly " answered Monte, -who was at the
door. "I ke~p what the Americanos call an inn.
It is open to all travelers who have the money to
pay."
"Well, we ain't got very much money, bu~ I
reckon we've got enough ter buy a little wme
an' somethin' ter eat, fl!,r a change."
"Come right in," said Monte.
They all gbeyed as soon as the horses had ~ee:i,.
given free rein to graze upon the !uxuria~t
patch of grass that was · near at hand. But. 1t
was little that they thought that they were entering a ~eath trap.
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Probably Hop had his reasons ·for so doing.
He had heard the Mexican say that his father
had plenty of wine at thr, house.
" You velly nicee boy,' he observed, after he
had told him_that he was a very smart Chinee.
"Me a,llee samee likee you,"
·
' Miguel grinned at this, for he thought he had
found some one who would pay a little more
than ordinary attention to him.
"You verra much flatter," he said. "You come
with me, and I give you some wine. Then you
can tell your masters that my father keeps a
verra nice roadside inn."
Hop cast a glance at our hero, who promptly
nodded, and then he Iq1ew he was at liberty to go.
Wild thought it was no risk in letting the Chinaman go, as the villains would not be apt to bother him, in order to draw the rest of the party
there. Hop arose from where he was sitting,
and, nodding to the Mexican, promptly set out
for the house, Miguel hurried and caught up
with him.
"You allee samee givee me some wine," said
Hop. "Let me showee you velly nicee 'lillee tlick,
so be."
"·Verra good'" wa~ the---- reply, though it was
doubtful if the greaser knew exactly what was
meant by "a nicee lillee tlick."
But he was going to find out, however. Hop
was clever enough to fool Miguel, or his crafty
fa~her, either. The two soon reached the inn,
and as Hop was going inside he was just in time
to catch a glimpse of a man going through a
doorway into another room. He recognized the
·r m of Big Mike, but he did not appear to not ite"-lPlything, much to the satisfaction of Miguel.
The party of travelers were sitting at a big table, waitino- to be served with something to eat
and drink, and when he saw them, the Chinaman was all smiles.
"Allee samee velly nicee hotel," he said to his
e cort.
"Yes, we make a l)retty good business sometimes," was the reply. "We ;raise da cattle and
da sheep, and we sell plenty chickens in Gila;
plenty eggs, too."
Monte came in just then with a trayful of
edibles, and he was sutprised to see the Chinaman there in company with his son. The latter
quickly said something in his own tongue, and
then the old man put on a smile and nodded
pleasantly to Hop, who returned it with inter0
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they have. My father say get out, and they go;
but they no pay." •
Hop grinned, as though he thought it funny.
But he knew better than that, since he had seen
Big Mike go into the adjoining room. The two
men and the woman and girl were having a good
time of it with the dinner now, and they paused
between mouthfuls to smile at the Chinaman, who
was having so much to say.
"Them velly muchee bad thlee men," went on
Hop, shaking his head, and then he helped himself to the whisky again.
"Yes, verra bad men," Miguel declared.
· "Ler, allee samee wantee shootee Young Wild
West.'
"Who Young Wild West?" queried Miguel.
"He velly muchee deadshot, so be. He talkee
to you when you allee samee cornea out lere."
"Oh, he the bov with the long hair?"
"Yes, lat Young Wild West. Me allee samee
wo1·kee for him; me likee lillee dlop of tangle-foot, so he lettee :r.ne comee and gitte, so be."
It was evident that Monte was ~atisfied that
the traveling par'ty did not have much money,
for he took his pay and did not try any of h is
crooked work on them. They went out, after being there about half an hour, and soon they were
going on their way. But they took the fork of
the road that went toward Yuma, so our hero
and those with him did not see them. Hop had
found out enough to satisfy him that the three
villains were hiding somewhere in the house, but
he could not resist the temptation to show Miguel the "nicee lillee tlick" he had spoken of. He
pulled a twenty-dollar goldpiece from his pocket
and placed it on the table. The eyes of th'e young
Mexican glistened, and, hearing tne jingle of the
coins, his father hastened over to see what. was
going on.
"Velly nict!e money, so be,'.' said Hop; and then
he pulled two more gold pieces out and put them
by the other.
Next came a greasy pack of cards.

CHAPTER XI.-The Villains Lose Money.

Harlem, the villainous ally of the greaser
guide, concluded that he had better return to the
house after -h e saw Miguel and the Chinaman
start for .it. He had remained · hiding out of
sight while the young Mexican went over to
cs,t.
~
.
where Young Wild West's party had come to a
"Me likee havee lillee tanglefoot," he said to halt, and now he wanted to find out what kind of
Miguel; "me no likee wine velly muchee."
a game Miguel ·was trying to ' work with the
Probably it was because he saw that one of the Chinaman. He got back to the shanty and enmen of the traveling party had something in a tered it by the back way. Big Mike anc;l P ilblo
glass that looked very much like whisky- that were sitting in a small room that opened into
made him say this.
)
the kitchen, and as he came in he found their
"I treat you to whisky," said the young Mexi- faces wreathed in smiles•
.:an, who knew very well what was wanted.
"What's ther heathen <loin' here?" he asked.
He got a bottle and glass from behind the
"He come to find out jf we are here, most likelitt le counter in a corner of the room, and soon ly," the guide replied. "H_e go back pretty soon
Hop wa& really enjoying himself.
and tell Yom1g Wild West we no here. lfh n
"You allee samee havee thlee men here lillee Young Wild West come. Verra good!"
"I see."
while ago?" he asked, as he filled his glass a
second time.
Then Harlem looked around the room and saw
"Yes," answered Miguel, almost eagerly. "They, a couple of hunting coats hanging on the wall.
go on; t.hey turn that way," pointing to the right They were of buckskin, and similar to those that
of the road. "They no want to pay for whisky our hero and his pa:ctners wore when it was not
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too hot. The villain promptly put one of them
on. Then he made a further search and found a
wig of long black hair on a shelf. These articles
were kept there for use when the villainous keeper of the roadside inn wished to disguise himself
or his son. Harlem donned the wig, and then he
looked at himself in the cracked glass that hung
on the wall.
"I reckon that Chinee won't know me now," he
said. "I'll go on around an' come in ther front
door. Then I kin find out jest what he's up ter.
What do yer say, Mike?"
"That verra good," answered the guide, nodding his approval. "The senor knows his business. Go on out pretty soon, and tell us what
the Chinee do."
Harlem went outside, the wife of the innkeeper
looking at him in surprise when she saw that he
was disguised. But she said nothing, for she
knew the men were friends of Monte, and that
meant that they could do as they saw fit. The
villain went on around to the front of the house
and entered the door after a wait of about twenty minutes. The travelers had gone, and iie wondered why it was that the crafty Mexican hl\d let
them go without cleaning them out of all the
money they had. But he decided that they could
not have had any, and then he turned his attentjon to Miguel and his guest. He happened in
just as Hop had put the three gold pieces on the
table and produced the pack of cards. If Monte
was interested, so was he. · The two Mexicans
turned at his approach, and neither of them recognized him at first. But a wink from him let
them know, and then he paused to watch what
was going to take place.
"Lere um twenty-five dollee," Hop said, making
out that he did not notice the man. "Me allee
samee Qettee me namee· um card me cut, after
you shuffle, so be."
This was said to Miguel, the clever Chinaman
making out that he was not paying any attention
to the other two in the 1"$0m.
"Me shuffle da cards, and then you tell what
you cut?" repeated Miguel, showing great interest and looking at the gold coins longingly.
"Lat allee samee light," answered Hop. "Me
velly muchee smartee Chinee."
"I'll take that bet, heathen," spoke up Harlem,
who was a gambler by nature, and who could
not resist the temptation, even if he knew that
the money could be taken from the Chinaman
without going to the trouble of winning it.
He happened to have more than twenty-five dollars with him, so he quickly counted out the
amount and placed it on the table. Then he took
up the deck, straightened out the cards, and
shuffled them.
·"Now, then, what are yer goin' ter cut?" he
asked, as he put the pack on the table before
Hop,
"Um ace of clubs," was the quick reply.
"An' if yer don't, I win ther money, don't I 7"
"Lat allee samee light."
"All right. Go ahead."
Hop cut the cards and held up the cut. It was
the ace of clubs. He grabbed the money very
quickly, and when it went in his pocket the pack
of ca-rds -did the same. The th1·ee men looked
amazed,
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"You do dat some more?" queried Monte, his
little eyes glistening.
"Yes;-me do some more, so be," was the reply.
"Me make bet of a-fifty dollar!"
"Allee light."
Out came a pack of cards, but it was not the
same one. The tricky Chinaman had several
packs on his person, and some of them were rather queer packs, too. The one he had just used
was made up entirely of cards of the denomination of the ace of clubs. That made it _easy for
him to make that particular cut. Any one could
have done it. The deck he now had was made
up of queens of diamonds, but the backs were the
same as the others he had used, so no one dreamed of there being anything wrong with the pack.
Monte, thinking he would be a sure winner, put
up his fifty dollars. Hop quickly covered it, and
then handed him the cards, so he might shuffle
them. If the crafty Mexican had thought to
look them over, he would have discovered the
trick. But he did not, and when he had given
them a good shuffling he - placed them on the
table.
"What card you cut now?" he questioned.
"Um queen of diamonds," answered Hop, after
thinking a moment.
"Me bet da fifty dollar you do not cut da queen
of diamond."
"Allee light."
The clever Celestial cut the deck in about the
middle and held up the card. It was the queen of
diamonds, of course. All three of the men were
astonished.
"Let me see them cards," said Harlem.
Hop thought surely he was going to get caught
this time, for the villain got his hand on Uie
pack before he could get it in his pocket. But
not so. Harlem simply proceeded to shuffle the
cards, taking care to leave out the queen of diamonds Hop had cut before, and letting it drop
on the floor, unobserved, as he thought. But this
made no difference to Hop, who anticipated what
was coming when he saw the card stolen.
"There!" exclaimed Harlem, placing the deck
on the table. "I'll bet you ten dollars, which :Is
all ther money I've got, that- yer can't cut ther
queen of diamonds ag'in!"
"Allee light; puttee uppee you money."
"Me bet a-fifty dollar you no .cut da queen of
diamonds," spoke up Monte, producinP- th~ money,
for he saw that very card lying almost at his
feet, face up.
.
"Allee light."
The money was put up, and then Hop looked
at the ceiling, as though there was something
there he was studying, and then parted the pack
near the center again. It was the queen of diamonds again, as might be supposed. No other
cards could possibly turn up, under the circumstances.
But Hop hardly expected to get away
with the money this time. He was surprised
when they let him take it. He noticed t hat the
three exchanged glances, and then, for the first
time, he recognized Harlem as being one of the
three men who had come on ahead of Young Wild
West's party.
"You're a mighty smart heathen galoot, YOII
are!" said Harlem, as he stooped and picked 1IJ
the card from the floor. I reckon there's mm
than one queen of diamonds in that deck.•
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"Me no undelstand," answeted Hop, making
out that he was much surprised, and taking the
card from the man at the same time. "But Miguel, who had been saying nothing, made a quick
move and took the whole pack from him, scattering them on the table. Then the trick was
exposed. Hop knew he was in for it now, so he
brought all his· wit to the fore. He broke into
a loud laugh to divert the attention of the villains, and then he suddenly pulled something
from his pocket and reached down under the table. The something was nothing more than a
home-made fh·ecracker, and a good one at that.
"l'here was a lighted cigarette on the floor, which
had been dropped by .Miguel, and Hop was quick
in touching the fuse to it. Tlien he arose and,
pulling out a handful of money, said:
"Me givee um money back, so be; me play
nicee lillee tlick."
The faces of the trio became wreathed in smiles
But just then a loud report sounded
instantly.
and the table was fairly lifted from the floor. A
:iense smoke filled the room instantly, and, taking advantage of the opportunity, Hop ran outside and made for the spot our friends were stopping at. He got around the corner, and then let
out a shout that was heard by Wild and the 1·est,
and then he knew that he was pretty safe. The
Chinaman ran like a deer, ,but no one came in
pursuit. Once more the clever Chinaman had
been successful in performing his "nicee lillee
tlick ."
CHAPTER XII.-Wild in the Villains' Hands.
),'oung Wild West stood waiting for Hop as he
came in, his rifle ready to drop the first villain
that 9:ffered to shoot at the Chinaman. But, as
has been stated, no one appeared.
"Well, Hop, what did you do, blow the shanty
up?" the young deadshot asked, looking at the
Celestial and laughing.
"Me allee samee makee lillee fireclacker go,"
was the reply. "Len me havee lun likee Sammee
Hill, so be."
"Well, tell us all about it, an' don't stand there
grinnin' like a sick wildcat!" Cheyenne Charlie
£
spok0.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie; me tellee boutee
pletty quickee."
Then, while Wild and his partners kept an
eye on the thatched house, ·and also around its
vicinity, the Chinaman related just what had happened in the place. Part of it was rather comical,
esp cially that which happened last, and there
was a laugh all around.
Our hero had learned enough from the clever
Chinaman to make him think that, it 'would be
dangerous to try and pass the shanty. But he
made up his mind that they would do it when
they got ready to go on.
"No such galoot as that greaser guide is going
to scare me away from here," he said. "I reckon
I'll go and find out what they are up to, anyway. Boys, just be on the lookout, and if you
hear a shot fired you will know that I have ventured a little too far."
"Be careful, Wild," said Arietta. "They are
desperate villains, you know. · They will hesitate
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at nothing, if they only get the chance, you
know."
"Leave it to me, Et," was the reply. "I reckon
there is nothing very smart about the galoots, so
I'll manage to outwit them, all right, even if I
get caught by them. I'll be back in a few minutes. All hands keep a watch."
"Let me go with yer, won't yer?" spoke up
.
Stark, as the boy was leaving.
. "No; I c.an do better alone, I think," was the,
re.t ort. "If I don't turn up in twenty minutes I
shall expect some one to come and look for me."
A way went the daring boy, proceeding in a
clh-ection that was entirely opposite from the
shanty. But Wild did this so he might have a
chance of approaching it without being seen. But
he made a mistake in thinking this, for no matter which way he went just then he would have
been seen, for Miguel happened to be looking
that way. The young Mexican saw the young
deadshot, and he quickly told the others about
it. The result was that all three of the villains
left the shanty and took to the bashes aJ; the rea.r
of it.
"We hide right here," said the greaser guide.
"Young Wild West will come here and spy on
us, and then we catch."
Harlem nodded at this.
"That's it," he said. "Yer kin bet your life,
we'll catch him now! I wish that blamed heathen
would come, too. He sartinly did flimflam us a
little while ago. I never did see anything o slick
in all my life."
"Me kill da Chinee!" hissed Miguel. "He take
my father's money; he TJlay da fraud!"
"Well, I reckon he got all I had, didn't he?"
"J~st wait! We'll all git
retotted Harlem.
enough out of this game, an' then we'll feel satisfied, I reckon."
"We get plenty money when we sell da gold in
Yuma," added Big Mike.
They they crouched in the bushes at a _point
abou1: twenty yards from the house and waited.
Meanwhile our hero was approaching the very
spot where the villains were lying in wait. Wild
was coming with his usual -caution, unconscious
of the fact that he was running right into a
trap. The crouching scoundrels waited, and pretty
soon they heard the light footfalls of the dashing young deadshot. Nearer he came, and just
as he was right in their midst they sprang up
and closed upon him from all sides. It was a
case 'bf surprise, and before he could fire a shot
or utter a cry the brave boy was rendered helpless. FQur on one was altogether too much odds,
.especially when he had been taken unawares.
While three of them held him the other clapped
his hand tightly over his mouth. Big Mike had
clutched him by the throat, anyway, so there
was small chance of his crying out.
"Git him in the house-hurry up!" exclaimed
Harlem in a hoarse whisper.
Struggling to free himself, but unable to do
it, Wild was carried to the shanty. Into the
little room where the villains had gathered while
the travelers had stopped at the inn they took
him, and then he was quickly bound hand and
foot. Monte was called in then, · and Big Mike
looked at him and said:
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"We have got the boy we want. What .:an we
do with him?"
"Kill him!'1 was the quick reply.
"Oh, yes! But not just yet. I want to get
the others first. He must not die an easy death,
you know."
"Bring him out here, then. I mill show you
where to put him till you are ready to kill him."
Gagged and bound, as he was, Big Mike and
Harlem picked up our hero and carried him to
the front room of the shanty.
"Stand him there," said Monte, mar1dng a spot
on the floor with his, toe. This was done.
"Now step back and let him be there." •
Wild nerved himself for something to happen.
But so long as it was not to be death, he remained apparently unmoved. Monte ;,tepped to
the wall and, seizing a rope that protruded from
a hole, gave a quick pull upon it. Then it was
that a trap door opened under our hero's feet and
he shot downward.
Thud! He struck the ground only about six or
seven feet below the floor, landing squarely on
his feet. But he could not retain his equilibrium,
as his arms were bound to his ~ides, and down he
went. But he was only a little bit shaken up,
however, and he heard a derisive laughter of the
villains as the trap door was closed. But the
fall had accomplished something for the boy that
the men bad certainly not figured on. One of
the cords about his arms had parted, owing to the
efl';ort he made in trying to catch himself as he
fell. This meant a whole lot to him, and a thrill
of joy shot through the frame of our hero.
"I reckon I'm a good ways from being dead
yet," he thought. "I'll soon turn the tables on
the galoots, or my name isn't Young Wild West,
that's all!"
After two attempts he succeeded in getting his
left hanli. free. Then it was comparatively easy,
and the first thing he did was to tear the gag
from his mouth. He did not cry out, for he
knew that would only make matters woi-se than
they had been before. But he proceeded tQ get
the rope from his hody, and when it was accomplished he listened for a moment, and hearing
nothing that would indicate that there was any
- one going to open the trap door, he took a match
from his pocket and struck it. It had been as
dark as a pocket in the cellar, for there was not
the least place where light could come through,
and as the flickering flame flared up his saw that
it was about twelve feet square, with no visible
means of leaving it.
"The trap must be the only way to get in and
out," he muttered. "Well, I came in that way, so
I'll try and get out the same way. But I'll have
to wait till they leave that room above first."

CHAPTER XIII.-Harlem Has a Great Idea.
"Monte, we will have some of the best you have

in the house, so we can celebrate the capture of

r

Young Wild West," said the greaser guide, as the
trap door was closed over our hero.
"Sure!" the rascally innkeeper answered.
As they spoke in Spanish, Harlem did not know
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exactly what they sai_d. But when he saw Monte
bring out a special bottle he knew what that
meant. Then they all took a little · of the stuff,
which was supposed to be the finest quality of
brandy, according to what the host said. They
drank to the death of Young Wild West, and then
they took another and toasted the pile of gold
that was in the prairie schooner. This clone,
Miguel called their .attention to the fact that
Young Wild West's friends might be coming to
look for him.
"All right," Monte answered. "That may be
so. Senor Mike, you better go and look for
yourself."
"I will, Senor Monte," came the reply.
He did go out, leaving by the back way, and
while he was gone Harlem struck upon 1 an idea,
which, he thought, if properly worked out would
lead Young Wild West's.. friends into a trap.
"Have you got another wig around. here?" he
asked, as he took the one he had worn to deceive
the Chinaman and looked at it.
"Yes," replied Monte. "Me have two, three
more. Me got one very light brown, like the
hair of American senoritas."
"Yer have, eh? Jest git it, an' then I'll show
yer somethin'."
Monte was not long in producing the wig. The
villainous American chuckled with delight as he
took it in his hands.
•
"That's mighty nigh ther color of Young Wild
West's hair, I reckon," he observed.
"Look verra much .like da boy's hair," Miguel
spoke up.
"We'll see if we can't make a dummy of Young
Wild West and fool his friends."
At first the Mexicans <lid not understand, but
when Harlem threw the hunting coat over the
back of a chair and then put the wig on top they
understood.
"I know!" exclaimed Miguel. "I show how to
do it."
He left the room, and in a few minutes returned
with a pair of buckskin breeches and a pair of
boots and sombrero. Though they were old and
ragged, they did look something like the style
of dress our hero usually wore.
"Jest git a pole ·about ther height of a man,
an' some straw, an' I reckon we'll soon have a
/second Young Wild West ter lo-ok at," said Harlem, who was delighted at what he thought was
a good rusel. Miguel got what was requb:e<l in a
short time, and then the work of making the
dummy was begun. As they all had n ha:nd in it,
it was soon finished, and when it wa;, placed in
a chair it looked so much like a human form
that the villaiJ1s fairly danced arounu the room to
show their satisfaction. It was just then that
Big Mike came in. His eyes re,:ted u,pcn thil
dummy the fJr;,t thing,
"What did yer bnng him up out of ther cellar
fur?" he asked, · looking at Monte in surprise.
"You had bcVcr shake !111r-.rls with Young Wi!d
West, Senor Mike," was the reply.
Then the villr.:..i nous guide walked over to the
cha:r and saw thE' jpke.
"Pretty good!" he declared.
"That's som~ Qf my ft.oin's, Mike," :mid Harlem.
"Now, if yer W<"nt ter 'lead ther boy·s pards an'
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ther 1·est of ther gang inter a trap, I'll tell yer
how it kin be done."
"How?" quP.ried the guide, eagerly.
"Con:i,e here," and the man with so many brilliant ideas led him to the dr-01.
"See that b;uff, over there, right alongside ther
trail?" he a,m:ed.
,
"Yes, I see, Senor Harlem."
"Well, we',l . est hang ther dummy over there.
It ·kin be se~n from thcr place wh~r~ they're
stoppin', if they look that way, I reckon. We'il
go around an' lower it down from ther top of ther
bluff. Then we'll wait till they come along an'
pour hot lead down at ' 'em. They'll surely come
if they see ther dummy, fur they'll think their
great, young friend has been killed, an' they'll
want revenge."
·
This struck the Mexicans as being a great
8Cheme. However, Pablo thought it would be just
as well to put an end to the boy in the cellar,
and then . take his body and hang it whet·e his
friends could see it. That would be a sure end
to him, he said. But the others did not want to
kill the boy &0 soon. Probably they had a slight
fear of the consequences.
"No," said Harlem; ''it'll be alrther better ter
git ther galoots in a trap, an' then let 'em see
how they was fooled. Come on, Mike! Me an'
you will take ther dummy out there an' hang it
up. But wait a minute. I may as well write
somethin' on a card, jest ter make 'em think we
sartin mean business. Give us a piece of stiff
paper or a card, Monte."
The keeper of the wayside inn, as ~ turned
it, soon fou.nd an old piece of cardboard, and
when he brought it to the barroom he had some
paint and a small brush, too.
"Harlem was not much of a scholar, but he
managed to put something on the card that indicated Young Wild West was a meddler with
other people's business, and that he was an example fo:r others.
· This is the way. it would be understood when he
put the placard on the dummy, anyhow. When he
had finished Pablo picked up the du=y and
started for the door.
"Me go, too," he said. "Me want to help shoot
da Americanos."
"All right, Pablo. But see ter it that yer shoot
go9d an' straight this time."
"Me shoot-a verra straight."
Leaving the innkeeper and his son at the
shanty, the three villains went on around, so
they would be able to reach the top of the bluff
without being seen by the friends of our hero.
They got where they wanted to in a very few
minutes, and then the dummy was placed in
position. It hung down over the fac~ of the
bluff, and any one to have seen it from a distance
would have been willing to declare that it was
Young Wild West, dead. Over the top of it the
placard was fastened, and then the three villains
were satisfied that they had set a trap that was
bound fo work.
"How much gold do yer think them galoots has
got, Mike?" Harlem asked, for he now felt that
they were surely going to get hold of the treasure the prairie schooner contained.
"More than fifty thousand dollar, all right," the
creaser guide replied.
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"Good enough! How much of it have we g.ot ter
give Monte?"
"We have to give him a quarter. That will
make it right--one-quarter for me, one for you,
one for ·Pablo and one for Monte."
"Yes, I reckon tll;lt's about ther way ter do
it. Well, if we make ten thousand dollars apiece
out of it I reckon we ought ter be satisfied.
That'll be enough ter make things bum fur a
while."
"We will get the gold, and then we will all get
married to the American ladies," said the guide,
his eyes dancing with the anticipation of such a
thing happening.
"No, Mike; I don't want to get married. I
ain't goin' ter have nothin' ter do with tner wimmen-folks. It's ther gold I want. An' then
there's money in that c:i:,owd. We furgot about
that, I reckon. Why, that heathen Chinee what
fleeced us has got a pile of mone7, most likely."
Big Mike grinned.
.
"I am the leader," he answered. "I must have
the cash money that is taken from . those we
catch in the trap."
"Is that a fair deal?"
"Yes, Senor Harlem; that is very fair. I make
da whole thing. I must have ·da cash money."
"I know you was ther one what put up the:t
job, in ther first place. But I've stuck to yer
like a leech, an' I've been ready ter do my part
right along. I reckon I ought ter have some
of ther cash money, too. There's sich a thing
as us never gittin' ther gold changed into money,
yer know."
"We wait and see how much money we find,"
Big Mike said, as though he was anxious to
change the subject.
"We oughter have gone through that boy afore
we put him down ther cellar," went on Harlem,
who was bound to talk about money.
"If he had money when he was put down the
cellar he will have it when we take him up," was
the reply.
"Yes, that's so. But s'pose he should git
away?"
"He no can get away. Monte is there. He
take care da boy pretty good. Miguel will help
him."
"Yes, an' ther old wom'n, too, I s'pose. -ShQ..
looks as though she was a putty bad one, if she
took tber notion ter be."
The three villains had stopped in a little hollow,
and by loGking over the top of the boulder that
lay across in front of them, they could not only
see a portion of the shanty inn, but the spot
where our friends had stopped, as well. They
waited for fully twenty minutes, and then, not
seeing that they were coming, they decided to do ,
something to attract their attention.
"We'll shoot off our guns, an' then yell like
anything," said Harlem.
This they did, and then they remained quiet to
await the result.
CHAPTER XIV.-Narrowing to the Finish.
Wild listened as he stood in the cellar, and it
was not long before he was able to understand
almost everything that was said by Harlem. The
Mexicans spoke in lower tones. But he heal'd
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. enough to -make him understand that the Greaser
Gulde had gone. out to watch those at the temporary camp along the road. Then he heard Harlem planning to make the dummy, and when he
had listen.e d and hea:rd the whole thing a smil'e
_came over the boy's face. It will be in order io
•
-see what VVi.ld's partnern were up to.
"Well, Wild ain't got back, an' it's ten minutes
over ther time," remarked Cheyenne -Charlie,
looking at Arietta. '"I reckon me an' Jim had
better go an' look fur him."
"Let me go, too," spoke up Stark. "I might pe
of a great help to you." .
"AU right,'' the scout answered.., "Come on,
then."
The three had ·scarcely taken their departure
when Hop looked over at Arietta and said:
"Me likee go, too, allee samee."
"Go on," she answered, quickly. "B1tt you had
better look out this time."
"lVIe allee samee lookee out velly muchee."
The scout and the others wo1·k.ed around and
got into tye patch of bushes that ran up close to
the back of the shanty. .
Once th~re thev worked their way" right up to
it. Dick was with them, for the three villains
,had grown very careless since they had captured
0lir hero, and- when Charlie ventured to leave
the bushes and approach the window at the · rear
of the house there was no one in it but Monte
and his wife and son. Charlie looked in through
, the open window. It was the little room that the.
· villains had been in when the travele1·s were out~ide in the main rocim of the shanty. There was
no one there just now, so he turned and beckened for his companions to come on, and then
he . went inside and stepped lightly upon the
floor. After him c!me Jim and Stark, and then
Hop bobbed up from the bushes and followed
them. As Hop entered through the window Charlie was j~t tutning the knob of the door to go
out into the banoom, .where he heard low voices.
• Hop stepped over to the other door, which opened'
.in the kitchen. Charlie. and Jim saw him, but it
was too late to drive him back now, so they
tsaid nothing.
· The Chinaman pulled it back softly, and looked
in to the kitchen. Monte's wife was there, busy
making bread and doing other things that concerned cooking and housework. She had the
oven of the rusty stove opened, and was turning
a pan of bread, when Hop stepped softly in behind her. There was a big knife 1ying on· t he
table, and, pi.eking- this up, Hop touched the Mexican woman on the back of · her neck with the
point of it. She uttered an exclamation of alarm
and turned around as · quick as a fl ash, only to
find t he point of the big knife within an inch of ·
her nose.
"Velly nicee afternoon, so be," said Hop, smiling blandly. "Mexican woman allee samee keepee
velly muchee still, or 111e cuttee off her nicee
.
lillee nose!"
Stark showed her his revolver at the same
time from the doorway, and the woman supressed
the cry that came to her lips and -stood looking
.
at them in dismay.
· "Where um Yo1;1ng Wild vyest ?" asked Hop,
as he gave the kmfe a menacmg twist.
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The woman shook her head, making oul that
she did not understand him. Thinking that it was
no use to bother with her, Cheyenne Charlie
opened the other door, and tfien, with a revolver
in either hand, he stepped into the barroom. The
father and son were seated at a table, watching
something from a window, and instinctively the
scout's eyes turned in that direction. He saw
the dummy hang-ing down from the top of the
bluff, and he thought it was surely the body of
Young Wild West.
"Hold up your hands, you murderin' galoots!"
he called out, sharply, "If. you've killed ther best
boy what ever lived I'll kill you, jest as sure as
my name are Cheyenne Charlie!"
Monte and Miguel were so astonished that
they could not ,utter a word for the space of a •
minute. But they had sense enough to hold up
their hands, for at that moment Jim came
through the doorway, leaving Hop and Stark to
take care of the woman.
"Jim, they've killed Wild!" exclaimed the scout.
"See, · there's his body hangin' out there! Yer
kin-.-"
"I am dovv:n in the cellar, !Jo;vs," came from
belo-Y/ them, in a cool and easy voice. "Just make
the galoots show you how to open the trap door!"
"You heard what he sai8.," spoke .up Jim, looking at Miguel. "You open that trap door or I'll
shoot you dead in your t1r3:cks!" •
The young Mexican quickly ran to the side of
the room and· pu-lled upon the rope. Open went
the tra:p, and then an exclamation of joy · and
satisfaction came from below: Our hero caught
the edge of the floor with his hands and the
next minute he leaped upward and c~ught his
knee at the top. Mig·uel even assisted him to
/
come oat,
"Much obliged,-young fellow! Now you can go
_
down!" said Wild.
A quick push and the innkeeper's son tumbled
down into the cellar.
"Where are the othe.rs, boys?" asked Wild, and
he looked at Monte. "They haven't got back ye t,
I see."
. "Wild," said Charli_e, "d:.d yer ~how that they
rigged up- a figure ter look like you, an' that
they've got it hangin' up over there?"
"l heard them 'talking about it," was the reply. "But that is all right. Just hand me my
shooters, which that old galoot has got, and
we'll go down there and have. a look at that
'
dummy, which made them laugh so much." _
. Wild got his weapons, and. then he took the
innkeeper by the ann and pulled hJm to the open
trap a~d made him jump down. Then they seized
the old woman and led her to the trap. The
sc_o ut put her down the hole, and she gave a
slight scream as she dropped to the ground. Jim
knew just how to shut the door, and he did so,
giving it a good bang, so the latch would catch.
"Now, then, Cna:rlie and I will go and look fox
the three villains, while you wait here. If you
see us give a signal from up there you will know
we have got them. Then you can go and get th~
prairie schooner and make out you are coming
right past the place where the dummy ' hangs.
The Greaser Guide will soon find out that h.iJ
trap won't work, I reckon."
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CHAPTER XV.-Conclusion.
Wild and Charlie had little difficulty in getting
al'ound to the top of the bluff. Once there, they
followed the tracks of the three men, moving with
the utmost caution. The next minute they came
in sight of them. Then, after looking them over,
they went to the top of the bluff and gave the
signal, which meant for the party to come on.
Back they went, and they got so near to the trio
that they could almost reach out and touch them,
if they so desired. · Harlem was talking just
then, so they crouched behind some bushes and
let him go on. It was just then that they decided on firing a few shot s and yelling out, and
our two friends laughed softly to themselves as
the performance was gone through. But thinking that this might cause a delay in the panne
schooner coming, our. hero left Charlie and went
to the top of the bluff again. He waved hi s hat
fo1· them to come on, and when he was satisfied
that Jim and the rest saw and understood he
came back to the scout again.
The Greaser Guide had at last consented to give
his American friend and ally a share of the
money, and Harlem was satisfied. To Pablo_ it
made little difference. He was content to abide
by anythin_e; his leader said. From where our t~o
friends were they could not see whether their
friends had started or not. But a couple of
minutes later the,, knew they had. Wild and
Charlie could hardly suppress a laugh. The
-Greaser Guide and his men were crouching near
the hanging effigy, watching the prairie schoon~r .
as it came around the bend. They thought their
trap would sm·elv ·work, and were elated. But
if they had only known how different things were
.g·oinsr to turn out from what they expected they
would probably have been rendered speechless with
astonishment and dismay. Our two friends stood
up and looked around the angle of rock. They ·
could see Jim Dart riding ahead of the mule
wagon as it rounded the bend near the shanty.
"Get ready to shoot, and shoot straight!" said ·
Big Mike at that moment.
· Then ,Wild gave a s1ight nod to Charlie. The ·
next instant he stepped forward and caught the .
Greaser Guide by the collar of his coat:
"I 1·eckon you won't do any more shooting("
he exclaimed as he thrust a revolver under his .
nose. "Charlie, if the other galoots put up a fight
, you know what to do."
"I reckon I do!" was the scout's reply, as he
stood covering the crouching pair.
"Now, just g-et that dummy and placard down,"
he said, sternly.
Pablo was the one he was looking at, and the
g1·easer hastened to obey.
•,
"Throw them down there in the road."
This was done without the least hesitation.
"Now we'll go on down," our hero said, coolly.
The whole outfit had halted before the front
of the shanty now, save Jim Dart, who rode on up
under the bluff.
"I reckon that was the trap that failed to
work!" he called out, as he looked up.
"As sure as you live it was!" Wild answered.
"It was certainly a nice little game they were
playing, but· they didn't figure out things exactly right, that's all."
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Big Mike and Pablo were led down, and t.l}en
the scout marched them to the shanty inn at the
point of his revolver. When t,1ey went inside
they found Hop behind the little counter, just as
though he was running the place.
"You are about the last of the gang, I reckon,"
he said. "You have escaped being shot, but
you've got to go to Yuma with us, and when you
get there you will be put in jail. l'here is no
help for you, so you may as well take it quietly."
"Monte was in da game, too," answered Big
Mike, hi face ve1·y pale. "He keep a place for
murder here. He kill many travelers, and his
son and wffe help him. Monte is a worse man
than me!"
"Tie the two of them up, boys," Wild said. "I
reckon I'll Jet the others out of the cellar."
In a few minutes the murderous innkeeper and
his wife and son were hauled up.
"Here they are, Big Mike," said our hero. "Now
tell what they are guilty of, besides helping you
to set your trap for us."
The greaser guide related a very blood-curdling
story.
"I reckon they will go to Yuma, too," said Wild.
"But we will have a look for some evidence of
the crimes they have committed first."
It happened just then that a crowd of cowboys came along the road, and when they halted
at the inn and found it in the hands of others
than those they had always seen there they were
not a little surprised. But when they hear9
what had occurred, and also what the innkeeper.
was accused of, one of them declared that he did
not doubt it in the least, as they had Jost a pard,
who had started for' Gila two weeks before, on
the day he had been paid off. They had never
seen anything of him since-, and the wayside inn
was the only place he would likely stop at. A
search was made and several bodies were discovered buried in the cellar. That settled the
fate of Monte and his murderous wife, as well as
that of Miguel.
Our friends remained there that night, for it
was too late to start out now, and the next morning they set out to finish the journey to Yuma..
Without any further adventures worth recording
they all l'eached Yuma in good health and spirits.
The prisoners were taken with them, of course,
and they were finally landed in custody, and the
charges made against them. Then Merril and his
partners wanted to pay them a quarter share of
what they got for their gold, because our friends
had been the means of ·saving it for them.
"That ;s all right," said Wild. "I reckon we've
been paid well enough now. Look at the excite•
ment we've had from meeting the Greaser Guide!
And think of the trap that failed to work! That
is quite enough for us, Merril. We don't need the
money, and you fellows do. Let it go at that."
So that ends the story of "Young Wild West
and the Greaser Guide; or, The Trap that Failed
to Work."
But the thrilling adventures that '!>efell Young
Wild West during his trips through the wilds of
the West and Southwest have not half been told
yet, so look out for something good in our next
number.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S RIPPING ROUND-UP; or, ARIETTA'$
PRAIRIE PERIL."
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CURRENT NEWS
FIRED SALT, KILLED SOLDIER
Lieutenant Enrique Morena has been placed
on trial before a court-martial in Cartagena,
Spain, on a charge of causing the death in July
of last year of Private Nesa, by firing a cartridge filled with table salt into his body pointblank, apparent ly f or the purpose of amusing
himself. The charge pa~sed through the soldier's body, cau sing death almost immediately.
The State's attorney asked that a sentence of
seventeen years' imprisonment be imposed upon
the lieutenant, while for Corporal Hilario Fuertes,
who loaded the rifle under Lieutenant Morena's
orders, h~ urged a sentence of one year.
OSTRICH TELEPHONING
When the eggs on the ostrich farms in California are on the point of hatching, a curious
tapping of the shells may be heard. This the
keepers call ·'telephoning-." The sound -is caused
by the chicks inside the eggs endeavoring to
break out. Those which cannot easily emerge
are assisted by the mother bird, which will sometimes break an egg from which the telephonin~
is heard by p~essing it carefully, and will then
aid the chick to get out.
THE KING OF BIRDS.
The eagle is the king of birds, the lord of the
sky, the bravest, noblest and most independent
of the featlfered tribe, and probably that is the
reason why he was adopted as our national bird.
His image holds its place upon our national coat
of arms by sheer merit, and not merely from
empty sentiment. The noble bird, loving liberty,
scorning confinement at home and at his best only
when invested with the wide freedom of the glorious heavens, is the fit emblem of the "Spirit of
'76" and of the government that that spirit won
and established on the earth. Other peoples, as
you know, entertain the same high opinion of the
eagle, since from the time of the institution of
the Roman standard straight down to the present
day, he has appeared as a conspicuous figure in
the heraldry of the nations.
CAPTURED AFTER 15 YEARS
Ossining.--Julius Maier, alias Leiter, a former
Sing Sing- prisoner who has been a fugitive for
fifteen years, has just been recaptured and was
again imprisoned July 11. An odd coincidence
landed him behind ba1·s again.
Charles F. Rattigan, Superintendent of Prisons,
sent S. J. Bergin, Parole Agent, to Washington,
D. C., and Bergin returned Maier to Sing Sing
recently. Maier's downfall is laid to a similarity
of names and a case of mistaken identity. ·
The dragnet had been -spread by Federal authorities for another man whose name is Julius
Leiter, a. tailor. The police brought in the former Sing Sing prisoner, who is also a tailor.
In looking through the rogues' gallery, W,shington authorities found the picture of their
prisoner. It appeared on a circular asking his
arrest as a parole violator who vanished in 1905.

So Supt. Rattigan was
sought ex-convict w.as in
ing his parole Maier has
America. He still owes
his old conviction in New

notified ·that the longthe toils. Since violattraveled all over North
the State two years on
York of forgery.

THE SAGACITY OF THE WOLF
The wisdom of the fox is not so evident as
the saying is widespread, but the more I see of
wolves the more respect I have for their intelligence, which is unique amo)'.lg the non-human
inhabitants of the North.
The second day on the new land I met a wolf
that came running toward me at first, for he
could not fail to mistake me at a distance for a
caribou, but when he got within two hundred
yards and could see more plainly he realized my
strangeness, and, what is truly remarkable, inforre(l that I might be dangerous.
This wolf could certainly never have seen a
human before, and the only dark thing of size
comparable to mine that he had ever seen must
have been either a caribou or a muskox. The
caribou are his prey, and while he seldom kills
a muskox he at least has no reason to fear that
exceptionally clumsy and slow moving animal.
But at two hundred yards this wolf paused
and, after a good look that satisfied him that I
was something new -in his experience, commenced
to circle me at that distance to get my wind.
When he got it it took him but a sniff or two
and he was off a~ top speed.
The similarly unsophisticated foxes of this
region will commonly run within ten or -fifteen
yards of you and follow vou around for miles,
barking like a toy dog following a pedestrian.
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They found the first hundred dollars the
hardest to save. At first it is hard to save.
Then it becomes a habit. TQDA Y is the
time to start saving.
INVEST

YOUR SAVINGS
-IN-

Government Savings Securities
For sale at Banks and P;st Offices
PRICES IN AUGUST
Thrift Stamps at twenty-five cents; $5
Government Savings Stamps for $4.19; $100
Treasury Savin~s Certificates for $84.80;
$1000 Treasury Savings Certificates for
$838.00.

GOVERNMENT LOAN ORGANIZATION,
Second Federal Reserve Distrjct,120 Broadway,
New York.
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.tOST IN -FEUDLAND
-OR-

A BOY IN ''MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
By DICK ELLISON

WEEKLY

sister and daughter, returned to Cincinnati, leaving matters in chllrge <:if Fred Brankston, who
had by this time convinced his employer that he
was not only to be fully trusted, but that his
business ability was equal to his personal character for bravery, ;;kill and honesty. Miss Mary's
opinion was condensed in one short speech, delivered aside, just.before the train left Jeifersori,
whither Fred had gone to see them off.
"You will wait for me and be true?" he had
rather falteringly asked, while Sister Mercy kept
her br.:ther busy with the tickets.
"I love you, Fred," said she. "But we are
both young. You must wait with me, until fatr,.:ir
says we may. Can I say more?"
Fred's reply was a kiss. Dick Calhhim and
his wife, seeing this from where they we1·e bidding Sister Mercy good-by, he nudged Malvina.
Viny, I bet we gets an invite to a Cincy weddin' one of these days. They won't have drl
Harve to tie the knot, nor no moonshine, but--"
"H-u-s-s-h !" She pinched her husband's arm.
"Yore so set up over our marryin' you thinkyou think--"
·
But Dick checked further words by waving
his hat and shaking Fred's hand. when thP lad
joined him, as the "Queen City Limited" began
to move northward again.
One character of our tale, however, was unfeignedly pleased to leave the moonshine mountains. This was old Pete. the negro servant of
Mr. Knox. When they arrived at their home in
Cincinnati, he was like a new man.
For a month or two he continually conP"ratuJated himself that be was safe back "whar he belonged," nor need fea1· kidnapping or bullets during his d;iiJy rou11d of duties. But one clay. i::everal months later, Pete was sent to the Union
depot driving the family carria~e. and was al- '
most overwhelmed to have to bring back Marshal
Callahan a"d his wiie, duly invited to Mary
Knox's wedding.
Fred Brnnkston him elf brought them along,
and with them came Sister Mercy, who had returned to her settlement work.
. But their enjoyment of the festivities anrl tl1e
ensuing sip:ht-seeinl"' a.bout thr city, S-O relieve>d
Pete's mind that, when later, Fred and hi-s wife
went down into Kentucky on another mountain
trip of business and pleasure, old Pete went with.
them.
The End.

(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XXIV.-Conclus ion.
lt was necessary; owing to the wedding of Dick
Callahan and Malvina Turley, fo! Mr. Knox, his
daughter, together with Sister Mercy and F1·ed
Brankston, to remain under the sheriff's am:ule
roof tree for several days.
That white-bearded patriarch, having buried
his hatchet with Bad AJjse, hJs old time enemy
and now vanquished opponent; would not hear of
any one who b,id been on their side during 'the
late 'scrimmages going elsewhere until the union
of the Callahans and Turleys had been sealed by
this marriage.
'So deeply was it cemen~d by big- draughts of
the "moonshine" that flowed on all sides.
Malvina t,ictfully stee1,ed the Knoxes a11d Fred
to a detached cabin, which she had prepared with
. her own hands for these involuntary strangers in
a strange land.
"Thar's two rooms and three beds here," said
r;lrn. "I fixed 'em up myself ai'ore Dick .and me
was joined. They ai-e for you four."
Meaning Sister Mercy, Mary Kno~, her father
and Fred.
"Here's a key." the bride continued. "Keep
tJ1c outside door locked, and then the boys, when
they're full or half full, won't make no mistakes
and git into the wrong cabin."
"They might insist on our drinking, but they
don't.'' said Sister Mercy. "I live among them,
and I know them. They would fight for us, ,ind
if need be, die for us. Can we do lei-s than respect their ways--while we accept their hospitality?"
This was so unanswerable that even the t.imberman renroved hl.s, daughter; and Mary and Fred,
'being thrown together more than ever, made the
most of thP;r temper.l).nce scruples by holding
long-, low talks toirether, in all sorts of places,
until ·they were at last at liberty to depart.
But during- the festh,;ties, the sheriff. Bad
Anf<e and Mr. Knox. made arrangements whPreOUT NEXT WEEK
bv Pony TurlPy. Dick Callahan and certain other
likely youn~ fellowi:: from both chms were ~ asANOTHER GRAND STORY
f<ist Brankston in the comin!Z' surveys of timber
--Entitled- fands: and we mav say right hE-re that as guides,
cb.ainbearers, trail cutters and what not, they
proved to be true and faithful "hirelings," as the
term ,roes in the moonshine mou,n~alns.
-OR-"But you ;:.re a deputy sheriff. marshal and a
married man, Dick." cautioned Fred. "How can
FIGHTING HIS -WAY UP
official and connubial duties lay fallow, so to
speak?"
·
By DICK ELLISON
"Speak plain United States, won't ye. Fre~(
Ain't I yore friend? Pap's your friend, so is
mv other ·Pap, Bad Anse, and ef I ain't mistook, This story shows how a poor boy . with plenty
- of plu<:k can came out on top ..
Miss . M.arv's more'n yore friend."
A month later Mr. Knox, accompa»'-1 b,• 'hto OPENING CHAPTERS NEXT WEEK
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CROWS EAT JACKRABBIT
Alki Hall, of Medford, Ore., reports an odd incident he witnessed on his place the other morning, wherein fifteen crows attacked and devoured
a jackrabbit, through hunger. Hall was in his
field when he was attracted by the loud cawing of
the crows. Looking up he saw the birds right behind the rabbit, which was traveling about ten
feet at a jump. Finally one of the. crows alight• ed on the back of bunny, and after he had gone
about fifty feet he keeled over, not being able to
pack the excess baggage. Once on the ground he
was pounced upon by all the crows, which picked
.his bones clean in short order.
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"Hey! ;:;·matter up there?"
This time Mrs. Dode Smith heard the voice,
and she likewise was startled.
_ "Your well is down here,'t the voice explained.
Then Dode Smith had a hunch.
"That you, George?" he shouted down the
pipe. An affirmative answer and considerable explanation revealed that a coal miner, in cutting
a new shaft, had tunneled under Smith's well,
whereupon the bottom had dropped out, dampening the miners.

TWO NOTED CAVES
So far as is now known, the United States can
-DIGS UP OLD SHELL
lay claim · to having the largest caves in the
A relic of the battle of Hanover, an unexpected world, and first among these is, naturally, Mamshell which fell on the. Gitt farm near Plum moth Cave, Kentucky. It is only about eightyCreek, Pa., during the engagement between the five miles from Louisville. Upon visiting its
forces of Kilpatrick and Stuart on June 30, 1863, depths it is easy to see how the word mammoth
was dug up recently from the place in which it is coupled with its natural name, for parts of it
had lain buried as a precautionary measure since have been explored for a distance of over 160
that date.
and maps made so that the guides themIt was George Gitt who found and buried the miles
serves can't get lost. The main body of the cave
shell directly after the battle. William Blettner, is only about three miles long, yet parts of this
seventy-eight years old, the only man living who
furnish the famous halls and domes, som.e
knew of the incident, told his grandson, Paul, section
of the circumstances and pointed out the spot of which are 175 feet wide and 125 feet high.
This ,great cavern has many small lakes and
where the shell had been interred.
The boy dug it up. It weighs about ten pounds rivers, the best known of these being Echo River,
which reverberates an echo to an untold distance,
and is well preserved.
repeating the sound of your voice until only a
whisper is heard at the last. The fish in this and
GREATER BOSTON 1,500,000
the other bodies of water are white and have -no
A compilation of 1920 census returns, covering eyes. There are also crickets, bats, flies, beetles,
what is generally known as Greater Boston, shows spiders and othe1· queer blind creatures to be
that the population of Boston and its suburbs found here, and it is interesting to watch them
has r eached almost exactly 1,500,000. Boston has when they are taken out into the light. Being
annexed very little o:( the territory immediately blind, their movements are quite slow and cauadjoining and has a total area of only 37.8 square tious when compared to their kind that live out
miles, as compared with 287 square miles in in the open. In takip.g a hike through this world's
largest cave the guides light up the way so that
Greater New York.
The Boston metropolitan district, covering an many beautiful things can be seen, such as the
area within a fifteen-mile radius from the State Star Chamber, where the lofty ceiling is studded
House, includes twenty-six cities and towns in with snowy crystals that glisten like diamonds.
addition to Boston proper. The percentage of When white men first discovered Mammoth Cave
growth of most of the suburbs has been much they found many stone arrowheads, pieces. of .
greater in the last decade than that of Boston torches and other relics which indicated -that it
itself, due chiefly to the fact that a far larger had once been a meeting place for the Indians,
number of people whose daily business is in this and for all we know countless numbers of .war
city have found it more agreeable to establish dances may have taken place in the famous Star
their homes outside the city limits.
Chamber just mentioned.
Wyandotte Cave is another one of our great
caverns and ranks next to Mammoth Cave in
BOTTOM FALLS OUT OF WELL
both size and interest. It is in Crawford County,
Ind., and so far has been explored for more than
"What's coming off up there"?
A spooky, subterranean voice emanated from twenty-three miles. In its depths are found many
the two-inch well pipe Dode Smith was pulling formations similar to those of its bigger .sister,
from the ground at his home near Petersburg, one of the chambers being 200 feet high and 300
feet broad. The temperatur~· and moisture in ths
Ind.
The well had gone dry suddenly and Dode, air are so even that you can walk a great distance
with the aid of his brother George and John without feeling _the least fatigue until coming out
into the open once more. But if you happen ta
Watson, was pulling the pipe from the soil.
The trio were stricken speechless, and as they be one of those few folks · who do not indulge in
stared at one another the mysterious voice again hikes you'll certainly feel the results of the loq·
walk after sitting around for a few minutes.
was heard:,
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fancy to me, and taught ~e, with the consent of
my father, till finally the fisher boys began to
hold me in derision on account of my slim frame
and bookish ways, and dubbed me .'._Gentleman
By Kit Cl!de. .
Bob.' ·
·
"One summer there came to our diill village a
We sat together in the low-ceiled smoky living gay party from a great city, 'fot rest and quiet,'
room' of the rude fisher's hut, Bo.b Tyrol and my- they said.
. \
self, watching in silence the fire of driftwood that
"The simple dwellers by the sea looked at them
burned clearly and brightly on the cracked stone in strange maze and shook their heads in sore
hearth, and listening to the wild winds, and the discontent at the whitefaced gallants and gaylyhissing of many waters, as the ]:>lack sea dashed attired ladies. For myself, I heeded them not,
:i;ts waves in impotent fury on the cruel rocks be- ' for my mind was full of other and · to me niore
low.
'important things. Bob Tyrol now said:
.
"One summer evening we sat together on the ..
"On this coast my father lived and gained his rocks. I was blissfully content, but there was
livelihood with boat and neti and on this coast a far-away look in Pearl's eyes (my father had
I was born. At three years of age my mother named her after the ill-fated "'kssel from which
died, and at five the first real joy that I had ever she had been rescueclJ) that seldom dwelt there.
known crept into my baby life. ·
"'Listen!' she cried suddenly, bending low her
"It was just such a night as 'this that in the small head.
·
rain and darkness of the tempest the Pearl, East . - "A voice had risen seemingly out of the sea.
lndiaman, homeward bound, struck on yonder and .t he strain' it was singing sounded unlike any.
reef and sank.
of our wild: boat songs, the only music to which
"My father and some of his fellows manned a our ears were accustomed.
boat and put out to the wreck, for well they knew
" 'Perhaps it is a mermaid," she murmured, a
a rich harvest awaited them.
soft flush rising to her young cheek at the child"I remember standing in the little porch in ish fancy,
·
the teeth of the driving wind, and weeping, child" 'One of those idle-handed gallants, more likelike, for the parent who had gone from me, as I ly,' I answered, half-jealously, turning over the
th9ught;i'orever.
· yellow sand with my foot.
"But my sorrow was changed to joy when I saw,
"Before she could reply a firm step sounded
by the lantern's gleam, the stalwart forms return- -above the plash of the restless tide.
.
ing, laden, up the beach, and heard again the
"A tall form, clad in a spotless suit of linen,
sound of familiar human voices:
came-around the turn in the rocky path, and the
"Baek into the little room I sped, and with all singer stood before us.
my feeble strength dragged some wood to the
" 'Pardon me,' he began, lifting a broadhearth and heaped it on the dying fire; and, as the brimmed hat from his handsome head, 'but I
flame leaped up again, my f.ather entered, and I have' lost my way. Can you direct roe by the
saw that he carried in his arms, wrapped in a nearest route to the village.?'
heavy, shawl, a tiny child, whose clinging yellow
"As he spoke, his eyes rested admiringly on
hair was all wet and dank with the salt spray.
my companion's . fair face, 3.1'\d he paused, evi"He forced some brandy between the colorlEl,SS dently in no haste to continue his journey.
lips, and in a shert time the little one was laugb" 'Bi+t ,if you will permit me,' he continued,
in.g as merrily as though she were cradled in her smoothly, 'I will rest a few moments in this
mol;her's arms-the poor mother who lay sleep- charm.ing solitude, fqr I am weary clamberlng
ing fathoms under the treacherous sea.
over the cliffs.'
"That night she shared my little bed, and in
"Whereupon he seated himself and began to
_the gray dawn I turned over to scan the baby converse, first of the sea, and then of the far ·
face.
.
countries beyond it, till Pearl's eyes brightened
_
"Never before had I seen so sweet and winsome with mingled wonder and delight, as they had
a sight, and· from that 1710ment I became her never done at any words of mine.
willing slave.
"The voice of the stranger was sweet and
'
"Nothing was known of her connections, ·and, melodious as his song, his words well-chosen and
won· by her beauty, the women of the village full of power, and when the twilight deepened,
cared for her as tenderly as if she w11s their own. wrapping us all in its purple shadow, I knew that
"Together we played on the sands, or waded I was forgotten by her whom I loved.
barefooted through the shoals; and many a time I
"How I hated him then!
periled m-y life to get her some delicate weed or
"How I ha._ve hated him since!
rainbow-tinted shell that her beauty-loving eye
"He was clad in a gentleman's dress, I. in a
coveted.
fisher's garb.
"So in time she grew up into a shy, dainty
"His face was as smooth and delicate as any
maiden, very different from the ruddy-cheeked lady of the realm, mine browned by exposure to
:fisher girls round about, and if l loved her before, sun and wind.
I worshiped her then.
"He the acquaintance of · an hour, I the com"I had ~ways been a delicate lad, not over panion from childhood, and for him I was forfond of the sea.
gotten.
"And an old foreigner, who lived above in the
"Many a time after that they met on the sands,
village, leading tlie life of · a recluse and caring and he wove- his subtle toils about her.
for naught but his hooks, meeting me one day
"Her song _grew more joyous; the love-light
during a ramble on the sands, took a strange sparkled in her eye.
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"She, woman-like, loved and trusted; but I knew
more of men and their ways, and silently awaited
the end.
·
"But I did not know what I afterwards learned,
_ that his intended bride was the youngest and
· richest of the gay ladies who disturbed the quiet
of the little seaside village that never-to-beforgotten summer.
"Once, when the mellow autumn days had come,
I found Pearl weeping bitterly.
" 'She had heard that the guests would seek
a warmer clime on the morrow,' she said, and
paused. But I understood the. rest.
"As I sought the san.d,; a group of lads and
lassies passed me, and Nathan Fo1·d, bolder than
the rest, called out, with a malicious smile on his
swarthy face:
" 'The grand folks go on the morrow, and you
can have your Pearl again.'
"Lower down on the sands I found the one I
sought.
,
"He stood l0oking- seaward. I touched him on
the shoulder.
"He turned. As he saw me, he smiled.
" 'Ah! he said; 'you will save me an unpleasant
parting. Give my regards to the little one up
yonder, and tell her that her fair face has beguiled many a lonely hour, and that I never before enjoyed such a pleasant summer pastime.
'l'hat the memory it will--'
" 'But if you f?:O without a word, her heart will
break,' I interrupted madly.
" 'Hearts, my good fellow, are not made of such
light material,' he answered mockingly, and
turned on his heel.
"I carxied in my hand a little switch, cut that
morning from a heavy overhanging bough.
"In my blind fury I raised it and struck him in
the face, leaving a ghastly cut across the smooth
right cheek.
"He stared, glared at me with the eyes of a
demon, and raised his right hand as if to strike,
but let it fall motionless at his side again; then,
turning, went slowly back over the sands, and I
never- saw him again; but the scar, given in my
.
just wrath, he will carry to his _grave.
"From that hour my darling di:·ooped.
"The villagers looked at her with curious eyes,
but she never heeded them; and when th e spring
came they carried her out a nd laid her u nd er th e
budding flowers, she who was once the flower of
them all.
"'S ince then I have lived a reckless, lonely man,
praying no prayer but that I may one day meet
the wretch who ruined two lives, and deal to him
the mercy he dealt to others."
Boom, boom, boom!
The report of the minute gun! With a cry
we dashed out into the uproar of the night, into
the fury of the storm..
·
A little group stood on the surf-splashed sand,
honest, simple men, with a deadly fear tugging
at their heart-strings for the fate of the unfortunates in the plunging vessel, so soon to be
buried in death and ruin.
"A man. can die but once," said an old seadog,
throwing back the gray locks from his bronzed
.f ace, "but there is the wife and the kids; who
would bring them bread, mates, when the father's
arm lay , stiff and cold?"
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"Ay, ay! who wot1ld ?" came from a dozen
hu$ky throats.
Robert Tyrol stood looking. in silence outward.
Suddenly there was a crash-a crushing, splitting sound of parting timber-al)d the wreck
lay stranded on a sunken rock, with its hull
partly out of water, a black, inert mass, utterly
at the mercy of the raging element.
"I am a strong swimmer," said Roliert Tyrol,
"and possess- neither kith nor kin. My life is of
small moment to anyone, and it may be that I
can rescue some poor soul from yonder wreck.
Sometbing within me tells me that I must go."
He h3:d rapidly divested himself of all superfluous clothing, and, turning, wrung my hand.
The next moment he was parting the boiling
waters with resolute strength, buffeted and
bruised by ..their iron power.
Wilder tne tempest raged.
The voice of the waters uprose exultant, like
a lion secure of its prey, and we watchers on the
shore waited with white lips and foreheads dank
with dew, list~ning for some sound of rescuer
and rescued.
Thus we waited till the dawn.
In the morning a clear sun shone in a cloudless sky, and the sands gliHered like gold at her
feet.
'
White-winged birds flew through the crisp air,
and the blue waves rippled and smiled, casting up
pieces of driftwood on the beach.
The fishermen were already busy' launching the
boats, ansJ. I stood sadly watching them, when a
lad approaching me, hastily informed me that my
presence was desired.
Following my guide, I went down the shore.
A gr~p of women was gathernd about the spot
but they separated as I came near, and gazed at
one another with fearful eyes.
Looking down at my feet I rnw two bodies outstretched.
T
he sta1wart figure and sea-soaked garb of on~
·r knew,0thalas! too well.
The
er was th e ·form of a stranger, clad in
handsome apparel, his upturned countenance a
beautiful aristocratic one, save for one blemish,
a deep white scar extending across the right
cheek.
Their arms were entwined in a close clasp, and
on each rigid face :i,vas imprinted an expression
of deadly hate.
·
•
Kindly hands unclasped the dead cold arms,
bearing the helpless remains to a place of shelter,
d
tl
d th
an gen e women remove
e wet clothing, shutting down the heavy sightless lips forever.
The fishermen would have buried them in the
same grave, but I demurred, and they were given
a separate resting place in the little church yard.
For the first time I saw the grave of her whom
Robert Tyrol called Pearl, and noted with satisfactiqn that his own green mound was not many ,•
feet from it.
What strange and inscrutable fate sent him to
meet bis foe and his death at the same time on
that terrible night, I know not; and since the day
we ·taid the twain to rest on the grassy hillside
till the last great trump shall summon the guilty
and innocent ones of earth to. appear before a
righteous tribunal, I have never beheld Dead
- Man's Reef,
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
BREATHS SMELLED
Because their breaths smelled strongly of
cheese five men served terms in the county jail at
Elko, Nev. A box car was broken open and a
large cheese stolen. With no other clue than the
belief that a heavy· indulgence in cheese might
taint the breath, the town marshal set forth and
made five arrests. The evidence appeared so
conclusive to the Magistrate that all were sen·
tenced to jail.
NO DEATHS IN 57 YEARS.
Cranmore, Cal., asserts itself the healthiest
eommunity in the State, basing its claim upon the
fact that the local cemetery has not had a grave
dug since 1863, the date of the last :fUneral in
Cranmo1·e.
Since that time several residents of the community have died in other sections of the State,
but it is a remarkable fact that not a single
death has occurred in the community since 1863.
THRILLING ESCAPE FROM A MAD
ELEPHANT.
A British officer who was attached to one of the
military missions in this country tells of the
escape a friend of his in India had from a mad
elephant. The brute had beeri making mighty efforts to wrench up the stake to which it was
chained and at rast it succeeded. With the first
desperate bound forward the heavy ankle chains,
frayed and worn in one link, hacl snapped asunder,
and with the huge stake trailing behind it, the
elephant charged down on the camp with a scream
of fury.
The cry was raised: "Run, run, Sahibs! The
tusker has gone mad! He has broken loose!"
The white men started to their feet and ran.
The servants fled in all directions. One man was
overtaken and kiBed, another was seized and
flung into the river, a,nd then the maddened beast
vented his fury on the tent.
From the other shore of the river the Britishers. could see the elephant who had thus- scattered
them in a perfect frenzy of rage, kneeling on
the· shapeless heap of cloth, furniture and poles
and digging his tusks with savage fury into the
:hangings and canvas in the very abandonment of
,age.

Then they realized that their friend and companion, McIntyre, had been left in the tent. They
held their breaths and dared not look into one
another's faces. Everything showed as clearly
as if it had been day. They saw an elephant
tossing the strong canvas canopy about. Thrust
after thrust was made by the tusks into the folds
of cloth. Raising his huge trunk, he would
scream in the very frenzy of his wrath, but at
last he staggered to his feet and rushed into the
jungle.
And then to the joy of the onlookers a muffled voice was heard from beneath the tent folds:
"Get me out of this, you fellows, or I'll be smothered."
In trying to leave the tent, McIntyre's foot had
caught in a rope and the whole falling canopy
had come down upon him, hurling the table and
a few cane chairs over him. His escape had been
miraculous. The brute in one of his savage purposeless thrusts had pierced the 6 round between
Mac's arm and his ribs, pinning his Afghan coat
into the earth.

LAUGHS
"That railroad is in pretty bad shape, isn't it?"
"Fierce. The ticket agent says that even the
deadheads have begun patronizing other lines.,,
Clara-Herbert has . been calling on me for
three months. Do you think his intentions are
serious? Maude-Possibly. It was six months
before he proposed to me.
"Are we losing our taste for the finer things?"
"I'm afraid so. After a man has eaten oleomargarine for a while, regular butter tastes as if
there was something the matter with it."
"Tommy," said the hostess, "you appear to be
in deep thought." "Yes'm," replied Tommy. "Ma
told me somethin' to say if you should ask me to
have some cake or anythin', an' I bin here so long
now I forgit what it was."
"I hope," said the drummer, "you .were satisfied with my report for the past month." "Well,"
rep~ied the head of the firm, "there was one part
of 1t that real!y exceeded our expectations." "/4.hd
_ .
what was that?" "Your expense bill."
"Let me illustrate the difference between · capit~l and labor," s!id the rich uncle to the impecuSuppose I give you $500--"
mous nephew.
"That's capital," replied the nephew, extending
his hand for the money.
An old native minister in a West Indian village
announced that he had invented an automatic collection basket, which would be passed around by
the deacons of his church. "It is so arranged
my brethren," said he, "that if you drop a quartah
or half dollah, it falls noiselessly on a red plush
cushion; if you drop in a nickel it will ring a
bell dat can distinctly be heard by the en'tiah
congregation, but if you let fall a button my
brethren, it will flab .off a pistol. No buttons 'were
contributed.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
"Ouija" gets. The country is in a rather "Ouija"
stat~ of mind. Instead of getting its feet down
on the ground and solving our most pressing
problem, the cost of living, by increasing produc- .
tion and building up the country's capital through
increased savings, it prefers to spend its increased earnings as freely as may be for high-priced
articles, and ask "Ouija" what can be done about
it.
As the Government Loan Organization has consistently pointed out, prices will make a permane~t step_ do;VDward,. when people refuse to pay
unJust prices. The money they have saved while
ITALIAN NAILED TO CROSS BY INDIANS waiting will thus profit them by baying more
Dr. Jose di Gabriele, the Italian religion zealot goods. In addition, if they have had their money
who' was crucified by the Indian ii).habitants of invested while waiting in some such security as
Tequizistlan, Qaxaca, last Good Friday, arrived Government Savings Stamps, it will have earned
recently in Mexico City, enroute to his home in interest for them.
Whether for temporary or permanent savings,
Pachuca, apparently little the worse physically,
~overnmi:nt Savings Stamps and Treasury Savbut still harboring his beliefs.
Di Gabriele appeared in Oaxaca early in Lent, mgs Ce1-t1ficti.tes are an ideal form of investment
proclaiming himself to be the Saviour, and so since they are always worth more than was paid
worked on the superstitious and ignorant Indians ' for them, and are quickly and easily converted
that they crucified him, using railway spikes to into cash.
- BUY W. S. S. nail him to a rude cross. He was ta,}cen down the
next day and survived 11is ordeal, 'being viewed
by thousands on Easter.
News of the crucifixion reached the capital of the
"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PICstate, Tehuantepec, and the Governor 01·dered Di TURE ACTRESS" is in "_Moving Picture Stories,"
Gab1iele brought there. A great procession fol- No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; po1-taee free.
lowed the cart in which he was transported. Later
HARR)" E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N, Y.
the Mayor of Tequizistlan, who acted as the Rofigures
principal
other
four
and
centurion,
man
on the cricifixion, were arrested.
TO MOVE HOUSE 63 MILES
Owing to the high cost of building material,
a two story frame house at 2860 Hudson Boulevard, Jersey City, is to be cut in two and shipped
to Belmar, N. J., sixty-three miles down the
J er ey coast, bY way of the ~ackensack Rive1-.
The bisected dwelling will be put aboard motor
trucks and carried to the river, where the load
will be shifted to a fl.oat for the rest of the journey. The site on which the house now stands is
to be used for building a moving picture theater.

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"

SEMI-MONTHLY

REFUSE TO PAY UNJUST PRICES-OUIJA
WON'T REDUCE H. C. L.
"The most worshipped household god in the
world is known as the Ouija Board, and the most
_ feared devil the H. C. L. Every fami1y has its
Ouija, and not only whole families but sometimes .
whole neighborhoods gather in the early evening
to ask Ouija questions as to the future.
"Ouija is the spirit supposed, by the quaint
beliefs of the worldlings, to inhabit the Ouija
Board, a simplex triangle of wood with wheels at
the base and a pencil at the apex. Ouija is believed to reveal herself in writing as she moves
the pencil over paper. The worldlings apparent1y believe every- word that Ouija writes; nevertheless they treat the spirit with great hardness.
Never have I seen a sh1·ine or altar to her name.
"H. C. L. is a devil who makes every worldling moan many times per day. His full name is
the High Cost of Living, but all the world is too
excited over his alleged mi<ldeeds to use his full
title. Ouija is said to have made but one prediction concerning the end of H. C. L., and tha~
is that he would lose his power when all the
world refused to pay tribute to him."
Thus might a man from Mars report on the
two favorite subjects of conversation in America.
No stranger to our customs could be greatly
blamed for misinterpreting the attention that

-
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GOOD READING
TWELVE EARS ON ONE STALK
A stalk of corn with twelve ears on it is a
remarkable exhibition at the real estate offices of
J . C. & H. O. Williams, in Elizabethtown, Ky. It
was grown b_y R. L. C?akley on the Crawford
farm on Rolling Fork River.
"ROCK OF AGES" AIDS MILK
John Leighty, wealthy dairyman of East Hun_tington, Pa., purchased two highly bted Holstein
cows a few days ago. He found that he had ~o
of the worst kicking bossi.es in the_ country on ~is
ha-nds. How to 1·eform his new milkers _kept him
awake nights until he saw an old A_ustnan woman swarm bees to a hive by placing a phon_o~
graph on top of it and grinding out jazz music.
Leighty started a jazz tune on his phonogr!!-ph
and began to milk one of the new cows: Tossrng
her head, the cow began to prance. Leighty then
tried the old hymn "Rock of Ages." Bossie settled comfortably on her feet anti a great calm
came over her. Leighty milked her and g:ot nary
a kick. He states both cows are now milked to
the strains of "Rock of Ages."
MOURNED AS DEAD, HE RETURNS HOME
. Memphis, Tenn., has a modernized Rip Van
Winkle. He is Charles M. Rom~, aged 79, who
walked away one summer's day m 1889 ~d was
never heard from again until he stepped mto the
.
office of his son late the oth~r day.
Details of the story of Rip Van· W~nkle fits
strangely with facts _of ;Mr. R:ome'~ disappearance. Following a httle family tiff he . left
Memphis and disappeared as completely a~ if he
had taken a draught from the flagon m the
dwarf's cabin. But Mr. Rome did not fall aslee~.
He has traveled over the whole· Western hemisphere serving as a Texas Ranger, a gold seeker
in Ala~ka, a fisherman in _the Nor~J:i.west a~d a
wanderer in Central America. F~1ling eyesig~t
finally took him to the Old So!diei::'s Home, m
Ohio, where, after five years, his sight was reh.
'd d
stored.
~fter fifteen years there he d~ci e on is
birthday March 9, to return home. He had been
believed' dead for a quarter ce!1tury. . Charles
Rome, a planter at Holly ~prmgs, Miss., the
other surviving son, was notified b}' phone a~d
broke a record with a Ford by re:ichmg Memphis
in an hour and a half to greet his dad.
WOULD EXPLORE EARTH'S . INTERIOR
"The skin of an apple measures in the neighborhood of a hundredth of an inch in ~hicknes_s.
The apple-a large one-is, say, four rnches m
diameter. Enlarge it to the diameter of the_ ear~
and the skin will measure about twenty mil~s rn
thickness. What do we know about the skin of
our apple?" asks the Scientific American Monthly."The deepest well ever bo_re~ !s on \he Lake
farm near Fairm·ont, West yugmia. I~ 1s a hole
six inches in diameter, which was driven to a
depth llf-'7·,f/79 feet, , or nearly a mile and a half,

before a slide of earth stopped further boring.
The deepest mine shaft in the world is at Morro
Velho, Brazil, which goes to a depth of 6,400 feet
below the surface, or approximately one mile and
a fifth. So far we have barely begun to knaw
through the skin of the earth. What do we know
of the meat of this apple?
"We a ssume that the center of the earth is
hot, very hot indeed. Samples of the earth's
interior are hurled out of volcanoes or pour as
molten lava from the lips of craters, but we can
only guess at the depth from which this material
comes. We doubt that the core of the earth
is molten.
"We know that as we dig into the earth the
temperatur.e rises, but the rise of temperature is
not regular; it varies with different localities.
In the lake we referred to above a temperature
of 168.6 degrees Fahrenheit was observed at a
depth of 7,500 Jeet. It is assumed .that the boiling point would be reached at a depth of about
10,000 feet.
"Because we know so little of the interior of
the earth it has been suggested that explorations
be conducted into the interior of the earth for
the pui-pose of obtaining scientific information.
Some years ago Sir Charles A. Pearsons proposed
that a shaft be dug to a depth of twelve miles.
It was objected at the time that the enormous
pressure of the earth would make it difficult, if
not impossible, to dig such a shaft. It was even
suggested that the surrounding pFessure would
·
actually close the bore.
have been
experiments
scale
small
"However,
made with high p~essures and temperatures
which indicate that such would not be the case,
and it is probable that the full diameter of the
bore could be maintained until so great a depth
had been attained that the combined heat and
pressure would render the rock plastic and cause
it to flow into the bore. This would certainly not
take place at a depth of less than thirty miles.
No doubt the greatest obstacle to be overcome
would be that of high temperature. Special cooling apparatus would be required to 1·educe the
heat sufficiently to enable the workmen to perform their labors."
Sir Charles Parsons estimates that it would
take thirty years to bore such a shaft as he
suggests.
The Scientific American says: ,'Not only would
the shaft be of interest to science, but it is quite
probable that it would prove of commercial value.
Those who have bewailed the fact that we are
fast exhausting our stores of coal and oil and
have been holding forth a gloomy prospect for
posterity may be reminded that there a re vast
stores , of heat confined within the earth which
have not-yet been tapped. Undoubtedly there are
vast deposits of minerals still to be exploited,
and it may be that there are material s rich in
value yet to be discovered and put into the service of man.
"It is well worth our while to explore the skin
of the apple we live ·upon."

SO METHING
TO.,.KNO W
A 16-inch electric fan h andles
about 2,600 cubic
feet of air in a
minute.

F i r e proof,
waterproof a n d
oderless p a p e r
has been ma de
from . a seaweed
by a n English
scientist.
Th e fi rs t
known u se of a sbestos was in the
manufacture o f
cremation robes
for the ancient
Romans.
A t ray which
can b e clamped
to the bottom of
a syr up j a r to
catch its drippings is a household novelty.
A n ew cabinet
for· . phonogr aphs
a n d records is
mounted o n two
legs a nd t ~ o
wheels so th a t it
can be moved
easily.
Bread made
with sea water
instead o f fresh
water is recomm e l). d e d _ by a
F r en ch scient ist
for inva lids and
children.
Tests made in
Ireland hy scientists have shown
that the . wind
carries some dis e a s ,e bacteria
200 feet and as
high as sixty feet
into the air.
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Solid Go1d

Sold Cold

European Russia is believed to
h av e 13,000,000
i n
horsepower
u n d e v e loped open water
power.
N ew a luminum
foil for wrappin g
purposes is only
one-sixth of onehundredth of an
inch thick.
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Unhealthy Fatness Shortens
Would you like to ?'educe your weight
10 to 60, or more, pounds in a simple,
safe, comfortable way f
Do you want to become healthier, to
look younger, to be sprightly, to be more
efficient , to possess a good figure without wrinkles or flabbin ess f
Then stop harmful drugging; do Dot
follow any starvation plan or t edious
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CLAXO TRICK CO.,
New "a,en, Oortn.
DeDt.S
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LITTLE ADS
Write te Riker & King, Advertising Office~, 118 East 28th Str{/el, .Neio York City,
or 8 South Wabash A ve,me, Chicago, for particulars abo1it adv61'tising in ti.is magazine.
Ml!SCELLANE'OUS-Continued
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
SUBSCRIBE

We revise poems,
Sub Broa:W.way Studios, 165C,

WIIITE THE WORDS FOIi A SONG.
FH ~L'l<tl •' Bu1M.iJ11.

~~w

Beal Mall Order Magazine,
G'eorrla St.~ ut, ,. Rossv.'lle . Ga.

6

ORIENTAL DANCER! Slio <loes l'e&J Salome wlgrle.
$ eal etl 25 cents. Ham1 ltoJl 1\-lfg., UJlrnes Clt.y, Iowa.
BOOKS AND PHOTOS-Cata~FREE. United Sales
Compa11y, Springfield , l l L·

York.

AGENTS
$1,000 PEfl MAN PER COU~H'!-sliran~e in..oUon
1Utl'tJffi v.- (1tlt1 -a~enu ama zed . ·reu inn.per-le.need men
dhide ;ilO ,!•:ltJ. K orstad , a farmer , did $~,200 In U
days. :-:c·?·u.t>.Jc1 ie.r, a rnlrtlst.or , $l!t5 tirst 12 hour s.
SJ..:::o o told eash. mado, J>&iJ, ba(!kcd b,y Stoneman in

:~t~~-.
Y~-ui$~:1:i2 ~~r d~~y !o~i ~~ cg~ty ru$tj~~8~ 'i:w~
be.aw n.... ~o _ plumbi ng or wa ter works, r equired. Jn~
vo&Ll £:elo.

NOW!

months 25 cents.

writt' !IIU~ic anc.l .i:ua.1 ante8' to securi, J)ubUcaUoo .

mit 1>r.cui:i e n any subJec t.

LONELY MAIDEN. 26, would marrs~ Wrlte for pictu re . Box l!'iOIC. Sy raruse. N . 1· .
MARRY. Most .successful .".Horne ,Maker ... , Bµndreds
rich . Contidenti&l, reliable, yean' exnetic nce, deSCrtptions free.
n The Successful Club,, .. - Box 556, Oak-

E.x clusive sale.
Cre<lit given.
Send no
Writ e Jeuu or pos tal tod ay. Al1t'!n Mfg. Co. ,

monoY.
574 .,-\ !Jen ll1<1 it.. T olm.lo . Q .

~

1:tl'ld, f'al

MARRY RICH, hundreds nnxfous,. d escrlptlve list free
sa tlsfnctlon cuaranteed . SeJec.t Club, DeJJt. .A, ltaptd

Ci ty , So_ D ak .

SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES.

ART AND DEN f'ICTURES

J

/

HIGH ART PHOTOS- Beau tiful Models in artistic
J}Osos. Send 10 cLS. J or m iniature_ s beet and prke
JU I.. United Sa les Co., $ printrfleld, JU.
SOMETHING NEW- Larae, autograph photoaraphs of
your (avori te F ilm ::5 tau. Size 9 i n . x 12 1p., p:-~ce,
:.l5 ce n-ts eac)l (s!lver ). We also have owe.rs, size,

t~ll\~(),; l-01!:· ~~~b· 22~i~dD~°ic1t~~~e~f ff~Yti;s9.\Vi1liam
cu,sy gh-1 p lct.ures- 2 b,au t-ies 25 ct.s.; sl .x. fCe U $1;
J'efu nded if d !Ssat 1$fied . llose1ear. S L J ,Qu is. :Pofo.
REAL SN APPY PHCTOS-F r ench Glrl Poses.
Kmd
thati p,ea~cs. Order' those-you' ll wan t more. Sa m-

ple 25 cents. Dozen $2. ::io, t wo d ozen $4.00. Cr. ta]();, ua
Free. :Hamilton's Com pany, Barnes Ci ty , J,owu..

FOR SALE
SlLK REMNANTS. Largest pa.cUages yet 01Te1ed. Squa re
o! s ta.m ved sa tin free wilh c,ery p ackai:e.
15 cts.
Sll k Man u.iactu1e1s A&ency. Portland , lle.
LANO, h). liicht"a n 's btst counties. 10, 20, -to,
acrs ba.rU\\·ood t:ract.s. $15 to $35 .Pf 'r acrt . Easy
vaym en ts. {;ood tor i;enera.l CJ'OOS, pouJ..u-y, !roit Bi.¥
boo1'Je t free. :::l wirart L a nd Co.. }.1.)268 Fh s t N a t' l
Banlt Bid &:'., l'.h itago, lll.
GO IN G- 1oo.oe''oc-cA
:-_-;;c:-.- S"''p,-a,...,71,-;;P::-1u"i':s::::-=-a~,"'l"'2c-:-,en
=,-,-.-JJ=-o:-:~-:,_
)')a id . A. B . Ma.Arthur ('ornpftny , P 1ttst1elr1 . .Mas!t.

aii-

HELP WANTED

E<YPllau
secrets . Black au, other raTe books. Catalo& free.
S tar Book Co .. BK-E , Camden . N . J.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise voems,
write mus le and ruar:rntee to secure publication. Sub ·
ml t Poems on any subje<'t . Broadway Studios, l65C,
F itirern ld Bu1ldlng, Ne\Y York.
MARRY:
Thousands col'JgEJninl peonle, worth rrom
$1 ,000 to $50.,000 seeklnr ear}y marriage, description ..
)lhotm,. introtluctions f1·ee. Staletl. EitHer sex. Send
11 0 money. .Address Sta ndard ('or. Club. Grayslake , Ill.
GET MARR1ED - Be!t Marrl monial Magazine pubUsbetl.
Uailed FRE8. Mally wor th from $1,000 anti upward
wan ted to get marrJcd, either sex. American Distrtbt.J.tor,
Ru1 !e 217. DJ airci.-ville , Pa.
MARRY-FREE PHOTOS bea uti ful ladi es; <lescrlpuons
a nd directory; pay when married. New Plan Co .•
n epL 245, Kans as City , ?t-,[o.
MA A RY, many rich. Patticulars for stamp. Mrs. Morri son , 30::i3 \V. Holden St. . Seattle, Wash.
IF YOU . WANT & H ealthy, Wealthy, Lovina Wlfe,
wri te me.
M. 'A .. 4214 CalifoJ'nia St.. , San Frane\5co. f'ali f .
MARRY. '11 housauds of people ; all ages ; worth $5,000
to $400,000 ; anx ious for ruarrJace : write tor my lt~t.
free. R!!lph Hyd6, B2 Minna_.t;t .,.... San Francisco, . Calif.
MAF<RY

FOR

SPEEDY

MARRIAGE;

absolu1e1y

the

best. largest. in the country; MtabltshetJ 15 yea.n;
·thoussmd s wealthy members, bolh sue~. wl sh1ni:: early
1na rr laic; conttcJe'nt1al descriptions free. 'fhe Olli RellabJe Club: Mrs. Wrubel, 732 Madison. Oakland, Cal.
LONELY? Your "Jdeal" awaita you. Con1Mentla1. Descriptions tree. Hundreds rl"h wish early mutiage.
?tl'rs. E. B\lrld, Uqx 753, San Funclsco. Calif.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY wlNi photos ancl
descrJpUons . fr ee. Pay when married. The E:rchange,
Dept. 54!l. K11:nc.a s City, Mo.

LADIES WANTED, and MEN, too, to 141dte~$ envelopes and maH advenisi ng matter :it, home foi, Jaree
mall order firms, span or whole tlrue.
Cao ma ke
$10 to sa, wkly. No capita.I or e-xperieiJf'e tEQ11ired.
Bool{ explains ever:vtbtng : send 10 cts. to co,er J)O!,i tage,
etc. Ward "Pub . Co. , 'tJl too . N . H .
EE A OETEC:TIVE. Opportunity for men and wom<"n
for sec.n•t im·rsti gn tiun in your dlstr!c1. \Yrltc C. T .
J,udwia . 521 W~t ov~ r Bl1ig., K aneaa Clt.y, lfo..
,
SCIENTIFIC
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPCCTORS rATn from f.11 0 to YOUR LIFE STORY In tile 1tar,. Send birth date an.d
!-200. per month and CXtiffl'lSCS. Tra-vel :! f cle:5tred. trn- cli mo tor trli1l rc&.dtng_ Sherman, Daoid City, S. Dalt.
Jlm lt,.;il advancem t9.nt.
No age limit. \"\'e t rain you. ASTROLOGICAL REAilll<G ;lven with Key to HeaJll1.
Pcsi ttons furni ~ht<.1 under gt1 arAu teo. Write fo r Booltlet
10 cts. blrthdate, worLh $1. Joseph L. Devere, 123
~ W.01 , Su,ndard Business Train i ng Jn s tltute, Du fl'alo, iv est Madi son~ ~t retr ('Jii(' 1um.
N. y
ASTROLOGY-STARS TELL LIFE' S STORY. Send
SALESM.EN-CITY OR TltAVELING. Exoeri•nee unbi rtJ1date and dime for trial reading. EUdy~ 4301
net:r ~~ary. ~nd ror 11st of J1nes and full r,n. rt lctl'11l r!4. Jeff'e~on . K ansa s ('1ty, Mo. A.oa:runentr 73.
Prepare in spar e time to earn tbe b it=: sa ?.e:r1es~$ ~J:OO
SONGWRITERS
to $10 000 a year. EmuJoym e nt il:~r,lces rcn•iered mem -bers. • :Nn tional 8ates mcQ's T raining .Associ atJon, Dept, WIIITE THE WOROS FOR A SONG. We ro,lse J)ot1n9,
J60K , f'hieago . 111.
wri te. music and ~uarantee to secure- vubl1 catlon. Sub·
mit J)Clems on a ny subjgf!t. :Broadway Studios, 16=>C.
DETECTIVES earn big money, '.fuvel a nd goocJ oo- J<'ltzi
ernlrl Bu llding. Ne,v York.
J)O rtunlti c'i. ·w e show you how . \.\'fite Amer:!tan
S("h ooJ of Cr iminology, D t>ut. · JI.'.{; Detroi t, :M"teh.
YOU WRITE .THE WORDS FOR A SONG,' we'll comJ)Ose th e melody tree and vublish the song complete.
MISCELLANEOUS
The Lenox ('otnpany, J25LR St. and 8Lh , Av~., DI.shop
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG . We re,ise poems, Bldg., New Yo"r_k_ · - - - -- - - ~ - - - ~ - ~
write music and guaran tee to secure publication. Sub- HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? l have best J)roposltlon.
i{'~tld~~~. s*~{:c\or:roadway StudJoe, t65C, Ray IDbbe1er, Dl04 . 4040 Dlcl<ens ..he.. Chlcaco.

;lttz:~=~s
STAMMERING
ELECTRICAL Tattooing Ma chb1e, $3, $5 and $7. Cllta- · ST-STU-T-T-TERIN'G and stammering
ch)~~~~ ::ft stamp. J. H. Temke, JOJ9 Vine, K, ClnJns tructhe booklet fre~.
Walter

BOYS, get this:

S1~~';'y r>fo":.ln~

Our latest catalog of new novelties

. ~~~~s 1'iv~~~t~a~fuJ~t~

MYSTIC wpnder ·J)l!C'tures,

t-1l! i~%'· d/;~er.
ALL

l~P7i. Emplre

they're ereat:

2 vackages

Dureo, Dept., 39, 25 rulberry St.,

TOBACCO HABIT
or Snu!l' llab)t cured
cured. ilemed1 sent on ,t r1aJ.
Baltlmo.re, Md.
TOBACCO

Send · JO cents

Diamond, McGill St..; Wor-

no J)a:,, $1 ff
Superb• Co.# PC.

Gl

Quit habit oaal!:,.
Any tOrni, chewinr. emoldnl'~ or snuff. cured or no
charge.
f cured_, $1. Stops cravtnr. h8T'mles1. Full
remedy
trial, Perklnt Co., D-51 Jla,Uncs. Nebr.

TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR.

KINDS OF VALUABLE MAIL.

~~~1 ~~i tor them,

cured at homo.
YcDonnelJ, 15

Potom11.ct Ban.l:f BJdg.. " 7Ml1infrton. D. C.

on

'ALGERIA'S
ACCURSED
BATHS.
Hamm amMes k hut in
o r t h e accursed
baths, are situated in the wilds
o f Alegeria. I f
they were in any
m o r e accessible
part of the world
they would n-0
d o u b t seriously
interfere w i th
the popularity of
places like Carlsbad · and Homburg, for the surroundings
are
beautiful a s the
natural phenomena are wonderful.
T ·h e temperature of the water
is . no less than
203 degrees Fahrenheit, which,
taking into consideration t ·h e
height of t h e
source above sea
level,
is
just
abqut b a i l i n g
point, and
clouds o f steam
arise from t h e
earth in diffe1-ent
directions,
a s
well as from a
mass of waterfall. Where the
• waters rise the
surface o f the
rock is thickly
incrusted w i t h
carbonate of lime
and
resembles
w h i t e marble.
The largest volu m e of "'ater
fa 11 s into a
beautiful wooded
glen, and the
rock over which
it passes has the
appearance of a
huge
petrified
calcareous
deposit. Above the
fall and scattered
about are nunreroiis pools of bubbling water, the
bottoms of which ·
are re n.d ere d
creamy white by
the deposits. In
the waste wat~r
that runs away
below the falls
Arabs may be
seen washing.

'

---

THE
PIPE
FISH
The Kangaroo
ha s alway s
seemed to have
t h e monopoly of
t h a t convenient
way of ca rrying
its babies in a
pouch, but it has
been
discovered
that a fish has
the same u seful
receptacle which
it uses for the
s a m e purpose.
The pipe fish, as
it is called from
the length of its
jaws, has a pocket on the under
side of its body
nearly half its
1 e n g th. I t i s
found in the male
species only, and
is the only part
of it's body which
is unprotected by
large bat plates,
hich takes the
lace of scales in
i t s p r otect i v e armor . If
a pipe fish is taken
from
th e
water and i t s
little ones shaken
out of the pouch
back into t h e
water they always seem either
unable or disinclined t o run
away. But if the
fathei· is placed
in th e water
again, a ll t h e
small fish i m mediately s wim
back into t h e
pouch. Th ese
curious
lit t le
creatures h a v e
prehensile tails,
which they use to
hold on to the
seaweed to prevent themselves
being c a r r i e d
away by the tide.
The pipe fish is
similar to t h e
small eel, being
about a foot in
length a n d an
inch i n thickJ;less, but unlike
the eel, it has a
very long jaw.

He Quit
Cigarettes
I Son&•, worcb aad m11~ic; 25 Plcturu Pretty Glrla;40 Way• te Make
Moue:r; l Jeke Book; 1 Book Oil
·r,o,·e; l Karle Book; l Book Letter
Writing;_ 1 Dream Book and Por•
tune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 lilaae
Ball Book, ,1,.ea rulu for r•mea; 1
Toy Maker Jloolt; l,a111ual(e ot
Plowera; l Mone Telegrapb A1pha•
bet; 12 Chemical ExperlmHta;

CAINED OVER 30 POUNDS
"I emoked ciraretles enr since · a boy.
From six to eicht sacks of tobacco I uHd
weekly,'' state, Mr. S. H. Ferruson.
Ctrarettu were dotnr me rreat harm. I
became 10 nervous that I couldn't sleep until
I amoked.
Each morning I had an aw!ul
bste in my mouth.
"SeTeral Umea I tried to quit by will·
power1 but it just seemed that I would ro
wild ,t I couldn't have cirarettea.
''I had almc,t given up hope of enr quit·

w~~s

·:.,~t

t~~
~~.i·rol~
!hrata t~eJ/
lear-.ng th'& way, I quit easily in 3 da:,1
and haven't touched a cigarette in :,eara. I
han gained OTCr 80 pounds and cannot
praise th.e method too h ighly.
I say to
every cigarette smoker- if 7,ou can't quit
w ithout heir r et this book, ' 80 SRya Mr.
Fergus on, o Grumps Park.
The fore1oing remuka are like those ot
many other men who haTe been freed from
the habit of ·smoking cigarettes, pipe or
cigars or who . have been cbevin,: tobacco or
dinnin,: snuJf excessiTel.Y.
0

ltf.~

00

~::,.~.1&,e J:!'!~~~:!/~o;;i,.~~:~

12 G&m.u; llO Venn for Alltol(t'apla Albu me.• Ali
tlue abo..e by mall for 10 eta. aad ll eta. r.•t•&e,
.1.01.lL S.U.11:8 CO., . .x to • Beau. !lerwal , Coaa.

I

·w ~RNI NG

I

:X.!8:'':!di~r ~~!:ke=arpu~au':!

•=-

or D111leral 1":uUy05; Just tr:, KOROLAX;

;::~
..["~l.°t'.a1n'!tf~":'1"1,~ :~{;~
when. Korcrlax 1s rellet for ma07 aUmeota,

tncludlnc oonatlpatton, headaoh11. dlny
1poll1, hlohlng, au, hnrtburn. torpid u..,,
bad breath. ne"ouanees. dY8t>el)lta. tndtce,..
Uon. obelit:7. mental and pltyaical dull11111.

REIL PHONOGRIP.H

Beaut.ltully blahed, ni ckel wlndlPI

cran.5, .?;~::.:,io~~~T•ia::;~o~J~~·~1
1

box with mica dl aphracm, mak•
perleciNprodue,lon, ot all kinda

ot music. A 111.AHVELOU•

Machine In enry way. D•llch""
ed ibou111.n d1 ot home1.

•Get this book. It is free; postpaid to you:
Cut this out and sh o w other s.
Write at once to Edward J. Wood•, TC·lOS.

BendllO MOIIEY
J uli your n aroe ,an d we will

111n d you 24 of our Ar\ PidurN M

:o~

18s:~d0u:)t0~.1&0 :0•11!~:
:!~t~
&nd we wlll aend t.h le new Im•

Station F, New York, N. Y.

proved E. D. L. Phonorraph and
a aei.et.lon ot S record• frH.
E, D, LIFE,Dept, 5T46 Chloag•

SORENE SS

HEALED

FREE

Sore or opea le••· alcel'II, enlaraed Telna.
' ecsema huled whU. J'O• work.
Write for
tree book and dMCrlbe 7o•r O'IVll cue.

A, C. Llepe, 1451 Green Bay AT .• l\lllwaukee,Wla.

QUICK HAIR CROWTH!
Box Free To You I

ill l1
W-otrld You ~ lJwcA • a-II a, !171111

O I

Do:,oawaat,,r...,all lalbocotirlro.._.,,.,u._..
-.a 111 .. ......,

~-!!._"°.!r.!-oo iZIO~ld••
~

... - ........ II:
t=:'1-:.~
FR IE

~--beo!
=
. . . . b--I ~~'i.

1......, - - .

· - Wiillo4. h

-r aot- ,_

:r-Nelfl . _ , t. ,_ b r ~ • •

IGakottlaborato,y, IA 1 0 1 . ~ , : _ o,11,,

~

r.

Learn this ln tores tlnc proCesalon bJ'
mall durinr spare time.
Quality
for
Influential PoSlUon - tranl splendid aalnry. We eet you the Job
on rraduaUon.
Booklet D 56 orpldns our courae. Wrlt.,

STANDARD BUSINESS TRAINING INSTITUTE
Buffalo, N. Y.

FARMERS

RAISE

FISH

.
--developing
are

WILD

I

WEST WEEKLY

-LATEST IlilSUES - ,
,,
,
, .
,
a new
Farmers
revenue 014 Young Wild "est and the Cowboy I railer; or, The Ran~bman• 1
Revenge.
source o_f f. ood su Pply and
1
from artificial fish ponds. Many have I OHi Young Wild West and the l\flsslng Scout; or. Arletta and the
l\ladman.
found that an acre or two of waste I
Janel converted into a pond will pro- 911l Young Wild West Doon,ed to Death; or, .Arletta and the IUOe
Queen.
' f ami·1 Y I 017 Young
h.
fi··h
'
Wild We~t On a Golden 'l'ra!J; or, The Mystery of ~J:,gle
due .all th~ ~ t e owner~
Pus~.
can use during the year and m many
cases enough extra fish to bring a lllS Young Wild West l!'ightlnir the Indians; or. 'l 'he Upri•iug of the
Wild West On a Cattle Range; or, Arieta and the ··nad"
sn~all_ incon,e at m~rket. The COS t ?f 010
Cowboy.
bmldmg al'ld stockmg such a pond 1s
sn1all and the ~xpense of maintenance j 020. Young Wild West's Gallop for Glory; or, The Death of Aee 111gb.
021 Young Wild West's Silver Search; or, Arletta and tlw Lost
•
i practically nothing.
'l'reasure.
It
,.For a century or more fi s,1 cu ure 022 Young Wild West at Death Gorge; or, Cheyenne l'llurlle'a
Hard-Pan mt.
has been common 1n several European
countries. Agricult~ral exl?erimental 923 Young Wild West 11nd ."111onterey Bill"; or, Arletla's G:1111,, of
1
station~ and schools tea~h_ the farmer 924 y!\~ Wild West and the Dead shot Cowboys; or, A 1Ii~il Old
'l'ime at Bucklngborn Ran~h
economic methods of ra1smg fish for
the table. The supply of fish in the 025 Young Wil<l West's Cavalry Charge; or, The Shot 'l'hat :savPd
1
public waters of these countries :was 9~G yt~~'it~~11k fiest's 'l'bree-Day Hunt; or, 'l'be Raiders or Hed
Ravine.
exhausted Jong ago and as sufficient
meat could not be r:iised on land to 927 Young Wild West and "Silver Stream"; or, The White Girl ('aptive of the Sioux.
cupply fully the increasing demand it
Wild \V{'~t and the Disputed Clrum; or, Arletta's <·hll,len
Shower.
b' ccame necessary t o ti·ansform waste 928 Young
land into water areas and stodc them
For sale b y all ne,vsdea.lers, or will be sent to any ad tl rcs• oa
with fish. That condition is repeatinj; receipt Ot price, 7 cents per copy, in money o r postag-e stao1pa, by
HARRY E. WOLFJ,', Pub. , 166 , vest 23d St.• Ne,v York.
itself in .this country, and now there
are maRy such ponds in this country,
especially in the East.
State agricultnra l departments have
OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
devoted considerable attention to the
No, M. HOW TO KEEi-' AND l.1.ANAGE PETS.-Gl,lng com1>l<'te
p r oject and the Feueral Government inrormatlon as to the mannPr and method of raising, keepi11g, taming,
J-,as undertaken to supply pond own- breeding, and managing all kindK of p~ts; also giving full instrucers wjth stock fish and to instruct tioua for making cageH, etc. .l!'ully explained by twenty-eJg-bt illusthem in the care of tl1e fish. The bu- trations.
• No. 55. HOW TO COLLEC'T STAMPS AJ."-D COI NS.- Contai11ing
reau of fisheries, upon written appli- vnluuble information r~gardlng the collecting and arranging ot
and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
cation, supplies enough brood fish to stnmps
No. tiO, HOW TO llECOME AN ENGINE.ER.-Contaiulug- full In- ·
form the nucleus for a pond, deliver- lltrurtlons bow to become a Jo~omotive engineer; also d irections for
ing them free at the pqnd owner's sta- building a model locomotive; together with a full g.escrlption of
an engineer should know.
tion. The fishes supplied by the bu- everything
No. 80. H OW TO BECOME A PHOTOGR A.PH E:&.-Contaluiog
reau a:i;e large and small mouthed useful information regarding (bP Camera and bow to work ii: also
to make PbotogrRph!c Mugle Lantern Slides and other '.l'ransblack bass, crappie, calico, or straw- bow
parende.o;. Hand8omely illustrated.
berry bass, rock bass, Warmouth or
No. 62. HOW TO IJECOJLE A WEST POINT MILITARY CADET.
course of Study, E.xaminatlo1111,
goggle eyed bass, sunfishes and cat- -Explains bow to gain admittance,
Duties, Stall' of Officers, Post Guard. Police - Regulations. Fire Defishes.
partment, and all a boy should know to be a cadet. Bv Lu Senarens.
No. 63. HOW TO IJECOJIIE A NA, 'AL CADET.-Co'mplete lustrne•
Carl H. Thompson h~s a fish pond
60 by 120 feet in surface dimensions tions of how to gnin admission to the Anna polis Navalof .A~ademy.
grounds
Al"o containing thP course of instruction, cleserl ptlon
and from four to six feet deep. In 11nd
uulldings, b!storicnl sketch. and everything a boy should kuow
May he placed in this pond four pairs to become an officer lo tile United StutPs Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. M. ROW TO lllA KE ELECTRI CAL l\IACHI NES.-Containiu,r
of small mouthed black bass. Fifteen
dirl!ctions for making electrical macbines, -lnductlon coils, t1.r11amonths later he seined the pond and full
mos, and many noYel toys to be worked by electricity. B.v R. A. R.
~ ok th.erefrorp, by actual count, 1,017 Bennet.
·
Jl'u11y illustrated.
h.lack bas,- a.ve1·aging one pound each.
sale by a ll newsdealers, or w ill be sen t to a ny addr ess oa
For
with
He also h a ci stocked the pond
receipt of pr ice, 1 Oc. p er copy, or S tor 25c. , in m oney or pos taa:e
yellow perch and at this seining he ~ti>mps, by
took out bet ween 600 and 700 ye)Jow
FRANK T OUSEY, P ub., 168 West 23d St., N ew Yor k.
perch, weighing, according to his
statement, not less than 250 pounds.
'
This makes the production of the pond
HOW TO
a.mount to 1,267 pounds of fish in
fifteen months.
WRITE THEM
Aqnatic plants generally are introP rice 35 Oents Per Copy,
By JAMES P . OOGAN
duced to purify the water and provide
This book contains all the most recent ch anges in the method
nesting and hiding pla ces for the fish
of construction and s u bmission of ~cenariqs. Sixty Leesone,
covering every phase of scenario writing, from the most eleand attractive multitudes of variou:,
mental to the most advanced pr inciples. This t reatise covers
minute forms of aquatic life on which
everything a person m u1t kn ow in order t o m ake m oney as a
the fish feed the yea r around. Water
successful scenario writer. F or sale by a ll Newe-dealers a u<l
Book-Stores. If you cannot procure a copy, send u s the price.
lilie , cattails and other such plantscents, in money or poetnge stamps, an d we will mail you one,
85
from nearby waters a r e weighted wjth
postage free. Address
i;:tones and sunk in the pond, where
L. SENARENS, U 9 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
they quickly take root and begin to
thri'.I.C and spread.
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